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Abstract

This small scale study examined the function and frequency of verbal interaction between adults and children within pre-school settings.  A range of data collection methods were utilised to ascertain whether practitioners listened to children’s views and encouraged dialogue and discourse inclusively.  A mixed methodology design was chosen to enable effective data collection and analysis.  Data collection methods were piloted before the main study to test for suitability and effectiveness.  Provision in three sample settings was examined.  Research literature relating to verbal interaction was reviewed.  The study concluded that practitioners were well-qualified and versed in the philosophy of child-directed play, but were preoccupied with product-based activities to the detriment of effective verbal interactions with children.  The study recommended methods for raising awareness among practitioners in order to improve the quality of interaction and dialogue within pre-school settings.  These methods included a programme of self- and peer-evaluation, further training and visits to other early years settings.


1		Introduction
This small scale research project sought to identify the frequency and function of adult-to-child verbal interaction within pre-school settings.  The objective of the study was to consider whether verbal interactions observed within a sample of pre-school settings were planned and inclusive or random and arbitrary.  Following data collection and analysis, the evidence was examined to identify common themes or patterns within each setting, and subsequently tested for comparability across the whole sample.  The results of the study were then evaluated and scrutinised with a view to recognising and commending good practice, identifying areas for improvement and discussing recommendations for future development and training where appropriate.
In order to describe the study comprehensively a number of terms were defined.  For the purpose of the study interaction was interpreted as both reciprocal and non-reciprocal verbal communication between adults and children.  A more detailed description of these methods can be found in the methodology section, and categories of verbal interaction are defined in Appendix 1.  Adult-to-child refers to the adults (hereafter referred to as practitioners) working within the settings and the children who attended sessions at the settings.  Pre-school was defined for the parameters of the study as non-maintained settings, private provision such as playgroups, for the under-fives (Estyn, 2007:87).  The settings sampled during the study were attended by children aged from two to four years of age, and provision was guided by the requirements of the Foundation Phase (DfCELLS 2008).
	The study considered the Foundation Phase’s central tenet, the welfare and personal development of each individual child and the importance of employing knowledgeable and qualified practitioners within pre-school settings, including the non-maintained sector (DfTE 2005b).  This research project asserted that verbal interaction was an important factor in the development of children’s self-esteem, confidence and future life skills.  This was not an innovative suggestion; Margaret Donaldson stated in 1978 that personal relations appear to form the matrix within which this learning takes place (p.88).  Emphasis has subsequently been attributed to the importance of care provision for young children providing opportunities to develop social and communication skills:
It is imperative that all children learn how to communicate their experience and discover how to listen and interact with others ... and the best way to learn these skills is by interacting with other children, peers and adults – enabling them to progress in their communication skills.
             (Welsh Assembly Government, 2007:8)
	This research project examined the extent to which the sampled settings fulfilled the recommendations of the Foundation Phase (DfCELLS 2008) concerning interaction and communication, and assessed practitioners’ awareness and understanding of the potential advantages of effective verbal interaction for the development of young children.  If settings were sincere in their aspirations of providing young children with activities and experiences which reflected their interests and captured their imaginations the study should identify a high percentage of good quality verbal interactions.  Through my experiences as a National Vocational Qualification (NVQ) assessor in childcare I had visited a considerable number of pre-school settings and observed that language and communication skills were prioritised in the majority of settings.  However, the importance bestowed on oral literacy (oracy) and the introduction of vocabulary and syntax to children was no guarantee of effective discourse and dialogue, and this study attempted to identify the role of verbal interaction within pre-school provision.
	The conclusions of my data analysis were compared to a review of literature relating to verbal interaction; common themes were identified and divergent evidence considered.  The results of semi-structured interviews with practitioners provided an insight into their perceptions concerning the function and frequency of verbal interaction within their settings, and their responses to the study’s findings.  At the end of the project I contemplated the implications of the findings of the study for pre-school provision and practitioner development with reference to effective interactive competence.


2		Literature review
2.1	  	Historical perspective
The importance attributed to fostering positive relations between children and the adults who care for them has been extensively studied.  Lev Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory was based on the hypothesis that children’s development was facilitated by membership of a community or social group (Berk 2000).  Vygotsky’s theory on the zone of proximal development considered the relationship between child, family, peers, community and society, and demonstrated how these connections facilitated a range of experiences which enriched and supported holistic development (Gopnik et al 1999).  Vygotsky asserted that a correlation existed between cognitive development and affirmative relationships with others.  Susan Isaacs’ (1929) work built on the foundations laid by Vygotsky.  Isaacs (1929) wrote forcefully about the way children were required to conform to adults’ wishes and demands rather than being afforded opportunities to engage in natural interactions with adults.  Like Vygotsky (Berk 2000) Isaacs perceived a connection between cognitive competency and positive interaction with others, including adults, whether family members or teachers (Isaacs 1929).  She voiced her concern that children’s behaviour was over-regulated and that boundaries were imposed on behaviour merely for the convenience of adults; demands that children conformed and adhered to arbitrary rules and boundaries stifled children’s natural curiosity and exploratory instincts:
We don’t have to teach children to do these things.  They do them, with passion and delight, if we leave them room and opportunity.  We can hinder them by saying “don’t” and “sit still”, by asking the wrong things of them, and giving them the wrong things to play with.
							 (Isaacs, 1929:69)
Thus Isaacs maintains that adult dialogue with children was employed for the purposes of control and management, rather than as a means of encouraging their innate curiosity and fostering exploration and discovery.
	The establishment and expansion of the Reggio Emilia schools in Italy echoed Isaacs’ (1929) conviction that young children should be stimulated and encouraged to pursue their own interests.  The Reggio Emilia philosophy was based on the understanding that all children would benefit from frequenting settings which could provide challenging and relevant experiences within a stimulating and enabling environment, in the care of knowledgeable and dedicated practitioners (Rinaldi 2006).  The founders of the Reggio movement believed passionately that learning was not a separate aspect of a child’s life, but should be incorporated within the routine occurrences of daily life (Rinaldi 2006).  Learning would be supported by interacting with others, and particularly through partnership with those people they encountered within their own social spheres.  This philosophy emphasised the importance of respecting children’s interests and pursuing these interests through a variety of media; art, language, music, movement (Rinaldi 2006).  Rinaldi also emphasised the importance of encouraging children to use graphic language (p28) which would promote cognitive development and enable children to verbalise their thoughts and feelings.  Practitioners should develop a close and nurturing relationship with each child and foster a pedagogy of listening (Rinaldi 2006:12) which would enable children’s voices to be heard and valued.  Katz (1994) also considered that practitioners should regard themselves as facilitators rather than teachers.

2.2		Late twentieth century provision
Anticipation of enlightened childcare provision was, however, mainly unrealised in Great Britain during much of the twentieth century despite the influence of pioneering work in the form of the Reggio Emilia movement and the work of educators such as Maria Montessori (Keenan 2002).  Early years care remained based on educational concepts.  Margaret Donaldson (1978) believed that the emphasis placed on children’s academic achievements in primary school classes were detrimental to their subsequent development.  She asserted that these early experiences of education undermined children’s confidence and was detrimental to their future cognitive development.  Children were not encouraged to respond to practitioner interaction and Donaldson (1978) was of the opinion that children became disillusioned by school and learning; a disillusionment which remained throughout their schooldays.  Providing a more child-orientated environment within schools could have enhanced academic achievement, promoted positive attitudes towards learning and increased children’s social confidence according to Donaldson (1978).
	Goldschmied and Jackson (1994) were also interested in children’s early childhood experiences and their consequences for later life.  Echoing the work of John Bowlby (Keenan 2002) on attachment theory, Goldschmied and Jackson (1994) developed the ‘key person’ approach, which considered that young children benefited from consistent, informed care from knowledgeable practitioners.  Establishing a secure relationship based on equality and respect would enable practitioners to foster children’s curiosity and creativity, with the adult as facilitator rather than director (Goldshmied and Jackson 1994:7).  Almost a decade later Keenan (2002) attested to the importance of creating a bond between children and adults, founded on mutual trust and understanding, in order to support future development:
A fundamental prediction of attachment theory is that our early social experience has a profound effect on later development in social, emotional and creative domains.
						                      (Keenan, 2002:187)
	Berk et al (2000) studied young babies and noted a connection between infants’ early social and emotional experiences and their development in later life.  Gopnik et al (1999) asserted that human babies depend on an extended period of maturation in order to develop the skills and abilities necessary to enable them to understand and decipher social cues.  A crucial element of these early experiences was the quality of the interaction between babies and their primary carers (Gopnik et al 1999).  Language was considered an important aspect of forming relationships.  The study of the typical speech patterns used by adults when communicating with babies and infants revealed that the majority of respondents paused after directing statements, questions and comments to babies (Gopnik et al 1999); these natural pauses provided opportunities for babies to respond, either through facial, verbal or bodily gestures.
	
2.3	  	Curriculum changes
During the final decades of the twentieth century early years care and education became the focus of Government interest and investment.  Research into early years provision (EPPE 2004) indicated that children under seven years of age would benefit from unstructured, play-based provision.  This change of perception regarding early years provision advocated less emphasis on teaching and academic achievement.  The work of pioneers such as Isaacs (1929), Donaldson (1978), Goldschmied and Jackson (1994) and the influence of the Reggio Emilia movement began to transform the opinions of those with legislative power and who controlled the finance to make change possible.  The Rumbold Report (1990) advocated:
An approach to learning ... which views play and talk as powerful mediums of learning ....  Talk is central to the learning process.  It should be reciprocal and often initiated and led by the child.
								 (Part 2:2)
The EPPE (2004) project examined the development of young children’s self-esteem and confidence and noted that effective interaction between practitioners and children was beneficial in order to establish a warm, supportive and nurturing environment which would promote all aspects of children’s development.  
	As provision for young children began to attract interest and gain prominence in Britain, it became apparent that the specific requirements of young children needed to be identified.  Keenan (2002) stated that practitioners should become skilled at establishing relationships with individual children based on interaction and of knowledge of children’s lives, families and backgrounds.  Keenan (2002) asserted that the interaction between child and practitioner was, of necessity, a reciprocal relationship between equals, founded on respect and consideration.
	This philosophy was central to the development of the Foundation Phase in Wales (DfCELLS 2008) and the Foundation Stage in England (DfES 2009).  The Foundation Phase Guidance Material (ACAC 2000) extolled the virtue of frequent opportunities to express their [children’s] views and to listen to others (p3).  It was stated that these conditions would encourage children to view learning positively, which would in turn build their confidence and reslience.  These aims and objectives formed the basis of early years care and education at the beginning of the twenty-first century.  Government initiatives such as Flying Start examined provision for children under three years of age who were resident in areas categorised as deprived.  The educationalisation (Flying Start, 2006:5) of pre-school children was rejected in favour of play-orientated provision.  Flying Start proposed that children be allowed opportunities to express themselves and to establish relationships with practitioners, rather than be managed and directed.
The development of the Foundation Phase (DfCELLS 2008) mirrored the emphasis placed on well being and personal attainment at the centre of the Te Whariki movement (Wylie et al 2006) in New Zealand.  The competent learning project (Wylie 2006) identified the importance of high quality interactions between practitioners and children, and stressed that children should be allowed to initiate interaction and not simply respond to adult overtures.  As previously stated, enabling children to interact confidently with adults at a young age would aid the development of social and cognitive skills, and significantly influence children’s development by the age of 14 years (Berk 2000).  
	A new philosophy of early years care, therefore, emerged, founded on provision for young children which was based on their well being, and underscored by the establishment and maintenance of nurturing and fulfilling relationships with knowledgeable and professional childcare practitioners.  

2.4		  Disparities between home and care settings
When considering the childcare settings available for young children, however appropriately planned, transition from home to the care setting could prove problematic as illustrated by Tizard and Hughes’ (2002) study of the differences between children’s behaviour and interactions within these different environments.  Tizard and Hughes (2002) concluded that the family environment was more conducive to supporting rich and varied interactions than the care environment:
Simply by being around their mothers, talking, arguing and endlessly asking questions, the children were being provided with large amounts of information relevant to growing up in our culture.
					  (Tizard and Hughes, 2002:209)
Tizard and Hughes affirmed that the home environment provided more stimulation than care settings because at home children were actively involved in all aspects of the activities and experiences they shared with their families.  Shared experiences and a common background provided children, and their mothers in particular, with subjects to talk about which were familiar, and this in turn stimulated further interaction (Tizard and Hughes 2002).  However, when children moved to early years care settings such as nurseries or playgroups they became passive and failed to initiate interactions with their carers.  Tizard and Hughes (2002) surmised that the transition from the familiar home environment caused children to become confused regarding their role within the unfamiliar setting and about their own status within the new environment.  Their previous sense of security dissipated leaving them unsure and ill at ease.
	Tizard and Hughes’ (2002) findings echoed Courtney Cadzen’s (1988) studies of classroom discourses.  Cadzen believed that the unfamiliarity of the school environment, coupled with the presence of a significant number of other, unknown, children unsettled children as they began attending school for the first time.   The lack of commonality of background and experience meant that practitioners were unable to understand children’s narratives as they spoke of their home environment and experiences:
This problem of familiarity is undoubtedly especially acute in preschool and primary grades.  Older students can take more responsibility for describing their worlds to the teacher.  But the teacher, on her part, has to convey genuine interest, and a willingness to learn.
						           (Cadzen, 1988:24)
Cadzen was emphatic that children were unable or unwilling to interact with practitioners within care settings because practitioners did not expend sufficient time in learning about the children’s backgrounds, cultures and families.  Practitioners failed to comprehend the importance of listening to individual children; cues and prompts were overlooked when children attempted to communicate with their carers.  Children were judged on their use of vocabulary rather than on the content of their narratives; practitioners concentrated on academic attainment in place of promoting interactive discourses.  
	The Effective Pedagogy in the Early Years (EPEY 2002) project also noted a tendency to focus on teaching within early years settings. Disparities between practitioners’ aims and objectives and the nature of conversation and discourse which occurred within the settings were examined.  Conversational opportunities occurred more frequently within the home environment than at care settings according to the EPEY project (2002).  Researchers noted that children categorised as confident speakers at home appeared to lose of confidence at the care setting.  A deficiency of natural conversations (EPEY 2002:97) was identified as the main reason for this decline in children’s interactive skills.  A small scale study by Rosie Flewitt (2005) produced further evidence of the discrepancy between children’s interactive and conversational abilities depending on their environment.  Flewitt (2005) studied four children, all of whom were categorised by their parents as good talkers (p206), but two of the group were described as quiet at playgroup.  The change of environment, therefore, influenced the children’s developing relationships, both with their peers and with practitioners within the setting.  Those children perceived as quiet were also identified as lacking social skills and confidence.  Flewitt (2005) reasoned that these tendencies could be counteracted if practitioners focused less on children’s verbal interactions and concentrated on multimodal meaning-making (p207).  She argued that verbal interaction was a small aspect of children’s interactive skills; practitioners should consider gaze, gesture, facial expression and body language.  However, multimodal communication may not resolve the disparity between children’s conversational skills within the home and pre-school environments.  If, as previously discussed, the unfamiliar environment, intimidating atmosphere and the necessity of establishing new relationships caused children’s initial reluctance to interact with adults within the care setting, why are these problems not resolved as children become accustomed to the new setting?

2.5		Children’s perceptions of care settings
Holly Linklater (2006) undertook a study to determine the attitudes of reception year children regarding their experiences at school.  The study sought to include children as participants rather than subjects; the children’s own perceptions and feelings were fundamental to Linklater’s (2006) research design.  Three children were observed at their homes, and a school environment was reproduced which was used to encourage children to play the role of the teachers.  Linklater (2006) wanted to identify if the children were benefiting from the Foundation Stage’s (DfES 2009) emphasis on play for children aged between 3 and 5 years of age.  She was also interested to observe whether children were actually involved in planning the activities and experiences provided at the schools they attended.  Linklater (2006) argued that if the requirements of the Foundation Stage (DfES 2009) were implemented fully she would expect the children to as adept at social interaction with their teachers as they were at home.  However, Linklater (2006) observed that the children who participated in the study perceived definite disparities between the experiences of the classroom and play-centred activities.  During their role-play each of the children represented their teacher as the person in control.  Playtime was celebrated as an escape from the strictures of the classroom and the only opportunity to enjoy autonomous play:  Linklater (2006) concluded that the children did not consider themselves to be a significant component of the social construct of the classroom; on the contrary, the children looked forward avidly to school holidays in order to escape (Linklater, 2006:64) from the restrictions of the education system:
... all too often we are not listening to what children are really trying to say about themselves and their lives.
						        (Linklater, 2006:76)

2.6		Managerial preoccupations
Flewitt (2005) and Linklater’s (2006) studies both identified common themes concerning the division between home and care environments and the consequences of this division for children’s interactions.  Both researchers also identified that some practitioners’ managerial style of pedagogy had a negative influence on children’s interactions with adults within the pre-school and school environments.  Linklater (2006) reported that participant children perceived the reception class teacher as having control of all aspects of the school day:
The teacher was consistently portrayed as someone who imposes routine on the children, and has the power to punish or reward them, not for skill, but for compliance with the rules.
						        (Linklater, 2006:72)
Flewitt (2005) also described how practitioners were preoccupied with instructing the children rather than interacting with them.  She perceived a general consensus among practitioners that their priority was preparing young children for primary school.
	The subject of practitioner control and the preoccupation with managerial issues was explored by other researchers, such as Cadzen (1988), who was concerned that children’s verbal interactions were judged against their relevance to the educational objectives of the setting instead of as examples of dialogue and discourse.  Conversation was discouraged or discounted in favour of responses which demonstrated cognitive ability or understanding; knowledge is factual and can be evaluated as right or wrong (Cadzen, 1988:59).  Paley (2004) also observed that practitioners determined the parameters of discourse and discussion.  Paley described how seemingly arbitrary rules demanded that children should conform, follow instructions and abide by the boundaries governing when and how it was acceptable to speak.  Paley (2004) cited practitioners’ preoccupation with targets and curriculum as contributory factors for this emphasis on control, instruction and routine, all of which had a detrimental effect on relationships between children and practitioners.
	Paley’s (2004) study echoed the work of Nind (2003) who carried out a year-long study of communication within an early years unit.  Nind identified a correlation between practitioners’ managerial style and children’s passivity and disinclination to interact with adults within the setting.  The repeated use of directive speech prompted a lack of response on the part of the children and increased their passivity.  Nind (2003) concluded that practitioners’ focus on the logistics of managing the setting eclipsed opportunities for developing interactive skills and encouraging conversation.
	Durden and Dangel’s (2008) study of two teachers working with young children also identified evidence of practitioners’ concerns with management and control.  The teachers studied demonstrated different teaching styles; one was described as an attentive listener whilst the other verbalised her thoughts when teaching.  During their research project Durden and Dangel (2008) observed small-group activities.  The researchers had predicted that these activities would yield examples of good practice regarding adult to child interactions.  However, Durden and Dangel (2008) reported that the interactions identified were almost exclusively practitioner-initiated, and were mainly related to assessing children’s knowledge and cognitive understanding rather than encouraging dialogue and discourse:
... small groups offer an opportunity to converse intimately with children and yet much of the language is limited to managing, instruction and conveying information.
					               (Durden and Dangel, 2008:261)
Siraj-Blacthford and Manni (2008) also determined that conversations between practitioners and children were undermined by the managerial styles adopted by practitioners at the settings studied.

2.7		Opportunities for interaction and dialogue
Researchers explored a variety of methods of promoting children’s interactive skills within a range of care settings.  Occasionally a whole school strategy was planned in order to assess the efficacy of different modes of supporting children’s interactive skills (Hunter 1997).  Hunter’s research setting, a primary school, planned and produced a weekly radio programme as a means of facilitating children’s speaking and language skills.  Hunter (1997) contended that this project would enable children from all classes in the school to take an active part in creating, writing and presenting weekly radio shows, including the nursery children if they so wish (p8).  The project was, therefore, an attempt to provide inclusive opportunities for children to participate in an interesting and stimulating programme.  However, there was no clarification as to how the children (including the nursery group) were supported to make an informed decision about choosing to participate in the project.  Opportunities to take part in the broadcast were limited but:
... all have the chance of organising and broadcasting a programme at least once during the school year.
							  (Hunter, 1997:8)
 However Hunter did report an escalation of role play during the project, and recorded that children were using increasingly complex vocabulary and syntax.  He also noted that children used telephones frequently in the play areas, and ascribed this to the influence of the phone-in sections of the radio programmes.  
	A number of other activities and experiences were considered appropriate for providing effective opportunities to promote and encourage positive interaction between practitioners and children.  One category of activity presented as a particular example of inclusive provision was indicated in several studies.  Variously described as circle time, sharing time and ‘show and tell’, these sessions were utilised by a range of settings as a means of enabling young children to talk about and discuss subjects and issues which were of interest to them.  Furthermore, these interactive sessions were designed to promote dialogue between child and adult based on the topic chosen by the former.  In theory such interactive sessions would be expected to provide opportunities for inclusive and intimate dialogue, in addition to providing practitioners with information about children’s experiences outside the school environment.  The Foundation Phase Guidance Material (ACAC 2000) extolled the advantages of offering children frequent opportunities to express their views and to listen to others, for example in circle time (p3).
	Cadzen (1988), however, was concerned that practitioners employed sharing time (p7) as an additional means of teaching and instructing children.  She explained that instead of listening to and encouraging children’s dialogue practitioners continually interrupted children’s narrative flow in order to correct syntax or vocabulary.  Practitioners did not appear to listen to the children, and persisted in asking questions throughout the sharing time session; questions which the children were not provided with sufficient time to respond.  Cadzen (1988) described research that demonstrated that an increase in available response time for after questioning from one to three seconds produced a discernible increase in the number of responses to questions by children.
	Sue Rogers (2004) also argued that practitioners regularly disturbed children’s thought processes through interruptions which were not relevant to the subject of the child’s narrative.  Again there was a perception that practitioners were not listening to the children’s ideas and comments, and that group activities which should have provided opportunities to interact were commandeered in order to test information and to deal with the minutiae of routine administration.  Rogers (2004) concluded that a number of children eventually chose not to contribute to these sessions in order to avoid the questioning which would inevitably ensue.  Nind (2003) reported that practitioners observed at an early years unit continually interrupted children’s discourse; the majority of these interruptions being corrective in nature, concerned with enforcing rules or explanatory asides to other children.  In addition, Bragg (2007) asserted that practitioners failed to promote participative models of education (p506) during her pupil voice initiative study which was intended to increase the opportunities for children to interact confidently with practitioners.  Bragg (2007) discerned a degree of opposition to the pupil voice initiative from some members of staff at the research setting.  These practitioners did not agree that young children were sufficiently mature to express their opinions or to make decisions about the activities and experiences provided for them.  	
	Paul Thompson (2007), like Durden and Dangel (2008), predicted that small group activities would provide opportunities for children to interact confidently, both with their peers and with practitioners.  Thompson promoted practitioner research as a method of increasing understanding of how to promote and encourage classroom talk (Thompson 2007:4).  Throughout the project Thompson provided support and encouragement for practitioners by means of regular meetings and opportunities to discuss anxieties or problems regarding the study.  During the project Thompson (2007) noted an improvement in classroom talk, and an increase in practitioners’ confidence with reference to pupil interaction.  Boys in particular responded positively to talk-orientated activities in small groups, as opposed to working in isolation.  Thompson (2007) deduced that representing their thoughts verbally and discussing ideas and hypotheses with a small group of their peers fostered boys’ problem-solving proficiency.  Although Thompson (2007) was encouraged by the responses of the practitioners who participated in his project, he voiced his concerns that with the end of the study they would revert to their usual style of interaction.  Thompson surmised that the interest of the head teachers who had supported the project would wane and, without continual support and advice, practitioners would abandon classroom talk in favour of their previous managerial approach.  

2.8		  Use of questioning
A common theme explored by researchers into communication and interaction between children and practitioners was the use of questioning.  A consensus emerged concerning questions directed towards young children.  As discussed previously, practitioners questioned children during activities such as circle time although these sessions were designed to encourage children to interact verbally.  Durden and Dangel’s (2008) study of teachers and children during small group activities at high quality (p254) settings revealed that the standard of cognitive and interactive language was substantially lower than previously presumed by the researchers, especially given the qualifications and experience of the practitioners studied.  Durden and Dangel (2008) asserted that opportunities to interact effectively with young children were frequently wasted because practitioners concentrated on directing activities and questioning children.  Practitioners adhered to the Initiate-Response-Evaluate (IRE) system when questioning children, but Durden and Dangel (2008) concluded that the initiation and evaluation stages overwhelmed children’s responses, which deteriorated into one-word answers; most of the talk with children is monologic (p258).
	Siraj-Blatchford and Manni (2008) also analysed the use of adult questioning in Foundation Stage (DfES 2009) settings in England.  They surmised that children who were afforded regular opportunities to interact verbally with their carers achieved high cognitive outcomes (Siraj-Blacthford and Manni, 2008:7) and that effective and appropriate questioning promoted sustained shared thinking (p7).  However, their study identified that practitioners posed an overwhelming (Siraj-Blacthford and Manni, 2008:8) percentage of closed questions, and as reported by Rogers (2004), insufficient time was allocated for children to respond.  The study reported a total of 94.5% of closed questions and 5.5% of open questions, which Siraj-Blacthford and Manni (2008) found to be contrary to the ethos and objectives of the Foundation Stage (DfES 2009).  Chappell et al (2008) analysed techniques of questioning-posing and questioning responding (p284) and the need for practitioners to develop these skills in order to produce non-monosyllabic responses from children.  The study was concerned with the phenomenon of Possibility Thinking (Chappell et al, 2008:267) which was conjectured to aid and promote children’s creativity.  Questioning was an important element of promoting Possibility Thinking (PT), and Chappell et al (2008) averred that the questioning techniques employed by practitioners were crucial to help  children to utilise PT effectively.  Tone, nuance, repetition and expansion assisted children to interpret questions and to respond positively, and encouraged thinking independently (Chappell et al, 2008:284).  Question forming was described as a complex process requiring expertise if practitioners were to successfully encourage children to respond and interact effectively.  Research by Siraj-Blatchford and Manni (2008) and Chappell et al (2008) indicated that ineffectual questioning was habitually employed in early years settings.

2.9		Recommendations
A range of strategies were proposed by researchers to improve the frequency and quality of practitioner-child interaction within settings providing care and education for young children. A number of researchers examined the motivation and level of understanding of practitioners.  In the USA Cadzen (1988) noted that practitioners did not listen to children’s narratives and failed to value children’s contributions.  Teachers working within the settings studied by Cadzen were permitted to speak at will, to interrupt children’s narratives and activities, even during sharing time, and thus routinely overlooked indicators of exploratory talk (Cadzen, 1988:62).  Indiscriminate use of known-answer questioning stifled children’s curiosity and interest:
... if a child says only one or two words the adult has less to build on in sustaining the topic and so is more apt to switch to another topic; as a result a conversation in which the child is more apt to produce expanded responses never develops.
						           (Cadzen, 1988:93)
Cadzen recommended that practitioners should become more aware of their own practice and encouraged to develop their interactive skills with young children in order to increase their skills.
	The EPEY (2002) study in Britain illustrated that there have been no significant developments in practitioner proficiency regarding interaction and dialogue with children.  The report noted that practitioners’ lack of motivation with regard to interactive practice was mirrored by children’s indifference and their increasing estrangement from the activities and experiences provided for them in pre- and primary school.  The project observed that unqualified practitioners interacted more effectively with children when supervised by experienced, qualified staff, but there was no clarification as to whether this was a response to supervisory influences or to modelling by more competent staff.  The use of sensitive and informed (Abbot, 1994:76) practitioners capable of fostering nurturing relationships with children would provide a basis for the development of effective interactive practice.  Tizard and Hughes (2002) were also concerned with practitioner competency, particularly with regard to motivation.  They linked practitioners’ lack of motivation, in certain instances, to interactions with children identified as low achievers.  Tizard and Hughes noted that when interacting with low achieving children practitioners tended to rely on formulaic phrasing and vocabulary which offered fewer opportunities for children to reply other than with single-word or limited responses.  
	Tizard and Hughes’ (2002) concerns are echoed in the Foundation Phase Final Evaluation Report (MEEIFP 2006) which confirmed that practitioners required additional training and support in order to promote and encourage verbal interaction with children.  Although the report (MEEIFP 2006) recognised that training had been provided for practitioners working within settings funded by the Welsh Assembly (DfTE 2005b) it also identified that practitioner performance had not improved significantly.  In particular it was noted that practitioners specifically required support in the effective use of observation and assessment techniques.  Information concerning children was collated regularly, but practitioners lacked the skills and knowledge to interpret the data in order to plan and implement activities and experiences which would stimulate children’s curiosity and engage their interest.  Selleck (2001) cited that observant practitioners were the foundation of effective provision for young children, but the MEEIFP report (2006) suggested that the expected developments in this area had not materialised.  
	Draper and Duffy (2001) asserted that practitioner expertise was essential in order to provide high quality provision; a view shared by Bragg (2007) who examined practitioner competence in her pupil voice initiative.  Bragg concluded that a high proportion of the practitioners observed displayed lack of confidence when interacting with children, and she ascribed this to a deficiency of knowledge and understanding.  Bragg (2007) expounded the need for practitioners to become more adaptable and less dependent on structured frameworks when interacting with children.  However, not all practitioners displayed a willingness to learn about new techniques.  Bragg (2007) reported that some practitioners were resistant to the pupil voice programme because they considered that children’s requirements were already adequately considered.  Some practitioners also complained of the additional work-load caused by Bragg’s pupil voice initiative. 
	Concerns about practitioner competence were also discussed by Nind (2003) when she noted that there were few examples of collaborative dialogue (p356) exhibited by staff at the Early Years Unit where she completed her research.  However, Nind reported an improvement in practitioners’ interactive skills towards the completion of the study, but admitted to concern as to whether this improvement would continue subsequently.  Despite Nind’s (2003) offer to practitioners of further advice after the completion of the project, no-one availed themselves of her expertise and support.
	Thompson (2007) encouraged practitioner research as a means of increasing understanding theories underpinning early years practice.  One element of this project provided opportunities for practitioners to convene at regular intervals in order to share information and discuss their experiences of the project.  Thompson anticipated that providing opportunities such as these would improve practice and sustain practitioners’ motivation, but the constraints of time and work-load seemed to outweigh the positive aspects of the project for a number of the participants.  As with Tizard and Hughes’ (2002) study, Thompson (2007) observed that practitioners tended to provide rigidly structured sessions when working with children identified as low achievers.  This would seem to presume that children who failed to achieve academic success were predisposed to favour carefully structured activities which demanded a minimum of problem-solving skills.  However, Thompson (20070 did not inquire if these low achieving children were more engaged with their experiences when interaction was less structured and more activity-centred, but he did conclude that talk-orientated activities were particularly effective in encouraging boys to engage within the classroom.  Thompson (2007) agreed with Nind’s (2003) supposition that practitioners would not continue with the self-evaluation and reflective sessions which occurred during the study after the conclusion of the project.  Practitioners cited lack of time, resources and the demands of their work-load as factors against continued participation.  Thompson (2007) also admitted that a number of practitioners displayed ambivalence to the study, and he surmised that this hostility stemmed from anxiety that they would lose control of their classrooms.  
	Durden and Dangel (2008) recommended that practitioners develop systems of self-evaluation, including use of videotape and peer observation to improve their interactive practice.  A number of researchers agreed that training would raise awareness of the significance of interactive skills and techniques which would improve practice.  Siraj-Blatchford and Manni ((2008) addressed the same issue and asserted that graduate trained teachers exhibited superior interactive aptitude, and also displayed an enhanced comprehension of the importance of encouraging interaction between practitioners and children:
... those adults who used fewer controlling moves and who demonstrated an interest and recognition of relevance of the child’s contribution seemed to encourage children to elaborate in a way that allowed for ‘sustained conversations’ (or ‘dialogues’) to emerge where the child was more of a contributor that a passive respondent.
				     (Siraj-Blatchford and Manni, 2008:9)
Chappell et al (2008) reiterated the necessitation for practitioner awareness and perception when considering conversation and dialogue, but they were also concerned that non-verbal interaction should be considered.  Because of their emphasis on encouraging children to respond to questions rapidly practitioners frequently overlooked children’s non-verbal cues.  Children who required time to process information and to develop their thoughts internally before responding were repeatedly denied opportunities to contribute.  
	Chappell et al’s (2008) concerns about non-verbal interaction echoed those of Cadzen (1988) who considered that non-verbal communication should be considered when promoting children’s cognitive development.  Cadzen found that children who were not confident speakers were intimidated by oracy-centred environments and subsequently withdrew from direct interaction with practitioners.  In The 100 Languages of Children Katz (1994) suggested that practitioners should consider encouraging children to use graphic language (p28) as a means of representing their experiences and expressing their emotions:
The Reggio Emilia children’s work suggests to me that many of us seriously underestimate preschool children’s graphical representational abilities, and the quality of intellectual effort and growth it can engender.
							   (Katz, 1994:28)
In Is Every Child’s Voice Heard? Flewitt (2005) asserted that talk (p206) is afforded too much importance, and that the emphasis placed on verbal abilities disenfranchised children who were not confident talkers.  Flewitt (2005) promoted the use of non-verbal or multi-modal meaning making (p.207) as a method of including all children in interactive dialogues.  This concept was further explored by Nyland et al (2008) during a study of music provision for three-year-olds in Australia.  During research observations it was noted that the majority of the children unconsciously employed hand gestures to illustrate and support their verbal dialogues.  Nyland et al (2008) believed that this phenomenon could be developed as a means of including those children who fail to interact verbally.  However, because the phenomenon observed was a by-product of the main study, the researchers did not pursue the idea further; rather they highlighted the subject of children’s hand gestures as a field worthy of further research.  The article suggested that non-verbal interaction was undervalued by practitioners working within the early years sector, and voiced concern that the hand of discourse (Nyland et al, 2008:78) would not be favourably received by practitioners.

2.10		Conclusion	
As previously discussed, a number of themes emerged from a review of the literature on the subject of practitioner-child interaction.  The concerns of practitioners in relation to managing and administering provision, in conjunction with workload, time constraints and the demands of curriculum and targets superseded the desire to interact sensitively and inclusively with young children.  Training, self-evaluation, peer assessment and improved awareness of the importance of positive interaction were proposed as methods of developing practitioner’s abilities but even in high quality settings with qualified and experienced staff, inclusive interaction had not yet been achieved.






3.  	Methodology
3.1.	The Research Question
The research question considered whether verbal interactions between practitioners and children at pre-school settings were inclusive or random, and to identify if there was evidence of planned and focused interaction or if dialogue with children was a random process.  The research project consisted of a small-scale study of practitioner-to-child verbal interaction at three pre-school settings in west Wales.  The focus of the study was threefold:
	To identify the function and frequency of verbal interaction between practitioners and children within the settings
	To identify inclusiveness or randomness of interaction
	To identify practitioner perceptions of the purpose and effectiveness of verbal interaction within their settings
When considering an appropriate research design the subject matter indicated a qualitative design:
... an inquiry process of understanding a social or human problem based on building a complex, holistic picture, formed with words, reporting detailed views of informants, and conducted in a natural setting.
					                      (Creswell, 1994: 1)     

3.2.	Research Principles
When planning the research design for this project a variety of methods for increasing the validity and reliability of the study were considered (Creme and Lea 2003).  This was necessary in order to ensure that the conclusions and recommendations resulting from data analysis could be shown to be sound and based on rigorous research methods.  As stated previously the categorisation of the data collected during observations and audio-recordings at the sample settings were subjective and dependent on researcher interpretation.  Interpretive validity was dependent on a number of factors.  The researcher’s own knowledge and experience of the field of study (as an NVQ assessor) could be shown to increase validity of the study.  Data collected was capable of replication and provided comparable results (Bush 2007).  Careful and logical planning of data collection methods also increased validity.  Consistency was an important factor in determining validity and reliability; a single researcher undertaking all aspects of the study should lessen the probability of distorting the data (Cohen et al 2000).
The internal validity of the research project would be increased by triangulation of data collection methods (Bryman 2001) and, by utilising a range of three such methods, this study attempted to provide evidence which presented reliable and replicable results.  Participant observations, audio-recording of group activities and active interviews from three comparable sample settings provided a sufficiency of data which was analysed in order to present conclusions which were as valid and reliable as possible.  Indeed, Cohen et al (2000) stated that validity was extremely difficult to prove within an interpretive paradigm and that the onus was on the researcher to provide evidence of stringent processes that promoted authenticity and dependability.  All factors which may affect the validity of the study, such as observer bias, were acknowledged and addressed, otherwise the data yielded by the project would be rendered invalid and unreliable.  External validity would be reinforced if the research data could be demonstrated to assess the typicality of a situation (Cohen et al 2000:109).  Utilising data collected from three settings facilitated external validity as the analysis of data gathered at each setting offered corroborative evidence.  However, the researcher had a duty to report findings honestly and truthfully, even if the data nullified or invalidated the research question.  If data was sufficient, auditable and authentic, confirmed by multi-site research and appropriate to the research paradigm, the study could be considered valid and reliable (Cresswell 1994).
	 
3.3	Ethics
Careful consideration was given to ethical matters during the planning stage of the research design for the study.  The BERA guidelines (BERA 2005) were applied consistently throughout the project and influenced the research design, data collection and analysis and presentation of findings.  Statutory obligations were also adhered to; the articles of the Data Protection Act (1998) concerning consent and confidentiality effectively informed sample selection, data collection methods, and storing data securely.  Data for the study was stored on computer but names and locations were changed in order to maintain confidentiality, and data was not made available on the internet.
 	The objective of the study, to identify and examine verbal interaction between practitioners and children within pre-school settings, was a valid research subject which sought to recognise good practice and raise awareness of the importance of promoting inclusiveness within pre-school settings.  Therefore, the researcher considered that the research question was a valid and justifiable field of study provided that practitioners’ privacy was guaranteed:
	In accordance to BERA (2005) guidelines, informed consent was sought from practitioners, governing committees of the sample settings and families/carers of children present at the settings during data collection.  The Welsh Preschool Playgroups Association and Mudiad Ysgolion Meithrin were contacted by letter and asked for permission to approach affiliated groups to enquire if they would participate in the study (Appendix 2).  Following a positive response, letters were sent out to each setting prior to the start of the study (Appendix 3) outlining the purpose of the research and asking for permission to attend the setting on a pre-arranged date and time in order to carry out observations, including audio/video recording and interviews with staff.  Confidentiality and anonymity was guaranteed and the location of settings and the names of staff and children would not be used.  Letters requesting permission to study at the settings were addressed to the group leaders who were asked to discuss the request with committee members and with the families of children who would be present during data collection visits.  Each of the four settings approached agreed to take part in the study; in each case permission was granted verbally to the researcher by the group leaders.  Consent was, therefore, obtained but whether this was could be described as fully informed was open to question.  There was no record of discussion with committee members or families, but group leaders gave assurances that the matter had been considered at committee meetings with parents in attendance, therefore, as no objections had been voiced a decision was made to include the settings in the sample for the research project.  The single caveat made by each setting regarded the use of video-recording for data collection; settings cited the conditions of the Data Protection Act (1998) and child protection issues as grounds for refusal.  The three sample settings were prepared to consent to audio-recording.  The setting chosen for the pilot study, however, requested that no recording equipment should be used, and this request was respected.
	The involvement of vulnerable subjects (pre-school children) increased the necessity for ensuring that the study did not cause distress to any participant, did not exploit any persons involved in the study and maintained safety and security (Busher and James 2007).  The researcher had current Criminal Record Bureau (CRB) documentation which was required in order to work in childcare settings.  Busher and James (2007) argued that anonymity was a legitimate method of protecting the identity of children, but do they did not deem it necessary to consider asking children for permission when completing case studies for their research project.  Cohen et al (2000), however, stated that young children considered not capable of making a decision (p53) should be offered explanations suitable to their level of understanding.  They argued that this could be achieved by explaining to the children that an observer would be watching them play; any child who objected would be omitted from the study.  This proposal would be problematic in pre-school settings where children’s play is fluid and flexible; increased disruption would ensue if one or more child elected not to be included during the observations.  In the case of this study of verbal interaction cylch leaders were requested to explain the researcher’s presence to the children.  No children at the sample or pilot settings voiced any objection a disinclination to take part in the activities.  This was possibly because the researcher is a regular visitor to the settings.   This cannot be taken as evidence of informed consent, but if a child had objected the researcher would have withdrawn from that particular setting.  
	 Disruption to the settings was kept to a minimum as a result of the existing relationship between researcher and sample settings.  The activities observed and audio-recorded were part of the usual routine of the settings which increased the probability of children interacting and behaving typically.   The researcher was, however, aware of the possibility that practitioners could be participating in the study under duress because of the relationship between some of the practitioners and the researcher as NVQ candidates and assessor.  Burgess (1984) warned of the danger of the researcher using their status and position to intimidate or exploit respondents.  This was taken into account during the observations and the interviews but no evidence of coercion or distress was observed. It was noted that quieter voices were more difficult to decipher when transcribing from audio-recordings, but field notes were used to provide additional evidence and to ensure that everyone was represented fairly.  Opportunities were created during interviews to encourage the quieter or less assertive practitioners to contribute to the discussion.  
	Following consideration of all aspects of the research project the researcher deemed that the study would not cause undue harm or disruption to practitioners, children or settings, that stringent data collection and analysis methods would maintain confidentiality and support child protection requirements.  

3.4	Research Design
When initially planning the research design a questionnaire was considered as a method of collecting data on practitioners’ perceptions of the children who are communicated with most/least often within settings and the perceived reasons for this.  However, the difficulty of generating standardised responses based on respondents’ individual perceptions of verbal interaction would have rendered the data unreliable.  A purely quantitative paradigm would be unsuitable for the study as the majority of data was collected through observations by the researcher and, although frequency of interaction could be verified by statistical data collection, this would not allow for interpretation of intonation and function.  The researcher judged whether interaction was negative or positive, if the practitioner utilised dialogue, directions or questions, which were interpretive judgements.  The perspectives and viewpoints of the informants constituted an important aspect of data collection and this data would not be suitable for quantitative analysis (Bryman 2001).
	The study may be described as phenomenological research; a method of recording and describing the experiences of a specific group which was dependent on holistic processes (Holliday 2002). Data was interpreted and categorised by the researcher, therefore, an interpretive paradigm would provide an appropriate framework for this aspect of the research project (Cohen et al 2000).  All fieldwork, observations and interviews were performed exclusively by the researcher, which provided consistency of interpretation and categorisation.  Subsequent to identification of the frequency and function of categories of verbal interaction, the total number of each category was calculated and then rendered as a percentage of the whole.  This process generated statistical data appropriate for quantitative analysis.  In conclusion, the research project produced interpretive and statistical data and, therefore, a mixed-methodology research design was indicated in order to enable effective data analysis (Creme and Lea 2003) which produced comparable evidence of verbal interactions in the sample settings.  In order to fulfil the requirements of the study appropriate techniques and methods were selected to facilitate the collection and analysis of data, which was subsequently employed to test the research question.

3.4.1	The Pilot Study
	 A pilot study was undertaken prior to the main study in order to test data collection methods and to ascertain the feasibility of collecting analysing information about the function and frequency of verbal interaction between practitioners and children in pre-school settings.  Details of the pilot setting can be found in Table 1, which includes information about the number of practitioners and children at the setting and their linguistic backgrounds.  
Children aged from two to four years of age attended the Pilot Setting, which is an affiliated member of the Wales Preschool Playgroup Association.  Similarly to the sample settings, the group received support from the Local Education Authority to plan and implement the requirements of the Foundation Phase (DfCELLS 2008) and was registered with Care Standards in Wales (DfTE 2005a).  Practitioners were well-qualified; both the group leader and the deputy leader have level 4 NVQ qualifications in childcare, one member of staff has a level 3 NVQ and another is currently working towards a level 3 CCLD NVQ (City and Guilds 2005).  One staff member is unqualified but has worked part-time at the playgroup for six years.  Staff qualification would indicate a high standard of knowledge, understanding and experience in the care of pre-school children.
Research at the Pilot Setting was carried out during a morning session, between 9.00a.m. and 11.30a.m.  Five practitioners and sixteen children were present during the session (Table 1).  Practitioners had been informed of the project and reassured that all information would be used for the purpose of the study alone and that anonymity would be guaranteed.  It was explained that the identities of the children named by practitioners during the morning would be noted, as well as the function of the each verbal interaction (Appendix 1).  Vocal intonation would also noted, i.e. a warm/positive tone, negative/authoritarian tone or a neutral tone.  

Table 1	Practitioners and children present at pilot setting
Setting	Adults	Children
Pilot setting	Jane²Stella²Wendy³Pat³Betty²	Jenny³Nell²Karen²Rachael²Liz³Jane²Jenny²Tom²Sean³Philip²David³Ted²Joe¹John²Jerry²Osian¹
Key to Table 1 – Practitioners
²  denotes Welsh-learner
³  denotes English-speaker
Key to Table 1 - Children	
¹  denotes Welsh-speaking family
²  denotes English-speaking family
³  denotes one Welsh-speaking and one English-speaking parent

 [All names used are pseudonyms.  The real identities of the respondents and children are known to the researcher.]

	The pilot study data consisted of field notes recorded during observation at the setting followed by a semi-structured interview with practitioners.    Audio-recording equipment was not used during the pilot study according to the setting’s wishes.  The Pilot Setting had declined to allow the use of a video-recorder, citing their confidentiality guidelines. 
The Pilot Setting’s premises consisted of a large room, set out in a range of play areas such as a craft, home play, dressing up and quiet areas. By standing near the centre of the room it was possible to note the children’s names as well as identifying the practitioner speaking, but very little time was available to make a judgment as to intonation.  Hearing several names in quick succession from different adults increased the difficulty of recording of data effectively.  Field notes did provide a general guide to the type of interaction used most frequently and also the children who were named most/least frequently.  As the researcher observed and noted verbal interactions the number of categories was increased as different nuances were recorded.  However the amount of data generated became cumbersome and it became difficult to judge between subtle differences of nuance within the busy setting.  This factor may have caused some inconsistencies when analysing the data contained in the field notes.  It was decided to adhere strictly to the categories listed in Appendix 1 during the main study and not insert additional categories; all types of interaction noted in the pilot study could be included in the original list.
	The semi-structured interview was conducted a week later at the end of the session.  The only practitioner who declined to participate in the discussion was Betty, who was the most reticent member of staff.  Practitioners did, however, request that the interview was not recorded and this was agreed.  Field notes were again used but it became difficult to make accurate notes while asking questions based on the observations.  Questions for the pilot interview can be found in Appendix 5.  All practitioners contributed during the interview and put forward interesting reasons for the results of the observations.  All four members of the pilot setting who took part in the discussion did so confidently, but it was difficult to keep the interview focused on the data results rather than becoming a general discussion about the perceived problems of specific children and families. 
	The results of the pilot study caused the data collection methods to be adapted to increase the reliability of the evidence collected.  Audio-recorded evidence would have reinforced data collected through field notes and allowed the researcher to review and reconsider the function of interaction.  The technique of recording the frequency of named children was retained, but decided to use audio-recording in the main study to collect data from group activities.  This would provide an opportunity to analyse the way practitioners used focus tasks to model language and to listen to children’s responses.  Any settings which refused to allow use of audio-recording would be discounted and a similar setting chosen.  Interviews with respondents should also be recorded.  The difficulty of noting responses, guiding the discussion and interpreting tone and nuance simultaneously considerably lessened the validity of the resulting data (Cohen et al 2000).  Using the audio-recorder in the areas where adults and children interacted most frequently could produce useful data.  Routine activities such as circle or snack time could have been recorded quite effectively.  Another problem which arose was the need to make a choice as to which area to target as the children moved around the large play area.  During subsequent data collection sessions observation would be focused on specific activities and time periods, which would simplify the recording process.  Field notes of data collected during the pilot study can be found in Appendix 6.

3.4.2	The Sample
This research project was concerned with pre-school provision and for the purpose for this study this was defined as non-maintained settings offering provision for children aged from two to four years of age.  In keeping with the project’s interpretive data collection methods the size of the sample was small and was representative of similar settings within the geographical area (Cohen et al 2000).  
The three sample settings (cylchoedd meithrin) were all located in Ceredigion, and were affiliated members of Mudiad Ysgolion Meithrin (MYM).  Each of the settings had been inspected by Estyn (2007) as part of the requirements of Funding For 3 Year Olds (DfTE 2005b) and had achieved accreditation from MYM as a Cylch Rhagorol (Mudiad Ysgolion Meithrin 2003). One of the quality indicators of the Cylch Rhagorol referred to relationships between adults and children stated:
Adults are sensitive to children’s need for time to express themselves and for time in their play.
				    (Mudiad Ysgolion Meithrin, 2003:14)
These factors were presumed by the researcher to indicate good quality childcare provision. All the settings received regular visits from a support teacher employed by the Local Education Area in order to plan for the requirements of the Foundation Phase (DfCELLS 2008) and had been inspected and registered by the Care Standards in Wales (DfTE 2005a).  All sample settings possessed inclusion and equal opportunity policies. Of the children who attend the cylchoedd, those aged from two to three years were funded by carers/family, sponsored by social services or supported by the Ceredigion Referral Scheme (MYM 2009) typically children with additional needs. Children aged from three to four years received funding from the Local Education Authority (DfTE 2005b).  The majority of children attended five three-hour sessions per week.  Primary schools within the catchment area of the sample settings were Category A schools which were classified as Welsh-medium schools; Welsh was the official language of the cylchoedd meithrin, and the majority of practitioners spoke Welsh as a first language.  These factors suggested an uniformity of provision which would support internal validity (Bush 2007).
Cross-cultural issues were unlikely to affect the data collected; one child at Setting 2 came from a different ethnic background to the other children at the same setting.  Some children were receiving additional support under the auspices of the Ceredigon Referral Scheme (MYM 2009) but they were not considered separately from the remainder of their peers.  Their additional needs should not have impinged on the frequency and function of verbal interaction with practitioners.  A list of practitioners and children for each sample setting appears in Table 2; linguistic ability and background have also been recorded.
During the process of selecting sample settings a number of issues were considered.  The first consideration concerned the presence of the researcher at the setting, and the possible implications regarding the reliability of data collected.  Would practitioners adapt their usual patterns of verbal interaction because they were conscious that their practice would be observed and evaluated?  Practitioners could be inhibited by the presence of the researcher and might refrain from interaction in order to avoid the possibility of being judged.  The converse scenario was also possible; practitioners who seldom interacted verbally with children might make an additional effort to communicate with the children simply to create a positive impression.  Additionally, how would the children respond to another adult within the setting?  Would they respond naturally to their usual activities and routines, or would they be intimidated by the visitor?  Unless these issues could be resolved the data collected could not be a true representation of the setting’s usual pattern of verbal interaction.  
In response to these concerns the sample settings chosen were all previously familiar to the researcher through regular assessment visits to students enrolled on NVQ courses in Children’s Care, Learning and Development (City and Guilds 2005).  Over the previous ten years the researcher has been employed by a local further education college as an NVQ assessor.  NVQ candidates at the sample settings had been visited regularly for a period of at least six months prior to the commencement of the research project.  

Table 2 	Practitioners and children attending sample settings
Setting	Practitioners	Children
Setting 1	Mary¹Gwen¹Llinos¹Sonia²	Zara²William²Callum²Rebecca²Kimberley²Jac¹Sally²MiraºKay²
Setting 2	Eleri¹Ann¹Debbie²	Dafydd¹Liam²Nia²Ellie²Tom²
Setting 3	Lynwen¹Helen¹Susan²Catrin¹	Mair¹Phoebe²Ceris¹Mared³Sam³Karen²Carl²Edward²Peter²Gareth¹
Key to Table 2 – Practitioners
¹  denotes Welsh-speaker
²  denotes Welsh-learner
Key to Table 2 - Children	
¹  denotes Welsh-speaking family
²  denotes English-speaking family
³  denotes one Welsh-speaking and one English-speaking parent
º  denotes one Welsh-speaking and one non-English-speaking parent

[All names used are pseudonyms.  The real identities of the respondents and children are known to the researcher.]

Work-place observations were a key element of the assessment process for NVQ awards, therefore, practitioners and children within the settings were accustomed to the researcher’s visits and with the observation techniques utilised to collect evidence of competency for the NVQ awards.  Thus any disruption to the sample settings’ provision would be minimised and the possibility of the study providing valid and reliable data increased.  Practitioner qualifications at the time of the research project are listed in Table 3.  The level of qualification of the practitioners was encouraging, and was an indicator that the sample settings encouraged and supported staff development.

Table 3	Practitioner qualifications
Setting	Practitioner	Qualification
1	Mary	NVQ3, working toward NVQ4
1	Gwen	Working toward NVQ3
1	Llinos	Working toward NVQ3
1	Sonia	NVQ3
2	Eleri	NVQ3
2	Ann	Working toward NVQ3
2	Debbie	Unqualified
3	Lynwen	NVQ4
3	Helen	NVQ3
3	Susan	Working toward NVQ3
3	Catrin	Unqualified

Another factor considered when choosing the sample was convenience (Cohen et al 2000). The researcher’s work commitments could be adapted to accommodate the settings’ routines and timetable.  Data collection visits were, therefore, arranged in a mutually convenient manner.  However, the researcher explained that research visits were not connected in any way to her role as an NVQ assessor, and that appointments for data collection were completely unconnected to the regular NVQ assessment appointments.
	Familiarity with practitioners, children and sample settings may have assisted the organisation of the research project and increased the probability of reliable data collection but the possibility of researcher bias had to be acknowledged.  Previous knowledge and experience of staff performance and interactive competency could influence the interpretation and analysis of data collected.  Objectivity should be maintained throughout the research project, and interpretation based entirely on the data collected during the project.  However, previous knowledge of practitioners and children might indicate whether the research observations provided an accurate illustration of the usual interactive patterns of the settings.

3.4.3	Data Collection Techniques 
Data collection methods chosen were consistent with the research design             of the study (Cohen et al 2000).  The researcher’s background in early years care and education as an NVQ assessor provided the expertise and knowledge necessary for participant observation and aided when determining whether the data collected was a reliable sample of provision.  In order to allow for triangulation a sequence of data collecting instruments were needed.  The methods chosen allowed for phenomenological data collection were in keeping with the research design of the study (Cresswell 1994). Participant observation of verbal interaction between practitioners and children in the sample settings provided evidence of frequency and function of interaction and were collected using field notes.  Audio-taped recordings of interaction during specific activities were utilised to either confirm or nullify the data collected during observations.   In order to include the perceptions and opinions of the practitioners semi-structured interviews provided data which could be analysed and interpreted.	The data collecting methods used for the project were:
	Direct observation
	Audio recording
	Semi-structured interviews

3.4.3.1		Direct observation
Direct observation of practitioners and children within the setting was used to record the frequency and function of the verbal interaction that occurred during specific periods at the sample settings.  In order to support standardisation direct observations were carried out on the same week-day and during the same time periods, and were pre-planned in order to avoid any occurrences which might affect the reliability of the data collected; for example, visitors to the setting, birthday celebrations.  The researcher planned to carry out each observation herself thereby further increasing the reliability of the data collected.  Use of multiple observers could cause divergence of interpretation of the evidence and, therefore, reduce consistency and reliability (Cohen et al 2000).  The initial classifications were based on the style of verbal interaction noted by the researcher during routine visits to pre-school settings when assessing NVQ candidates.  For the purpose of data collection at the three sample settings verbal interaction was classified into three categories, which were subsequently divided into sub-sections in order to recognise a range of communication methods (Table 4).

Table 4	Modes of verbal interaction identified for the purposes of this study

Mode	Category
Cognitive	QuestioningDialogueExplanation
Social/Emotional	ConversationalPraiseEncouragement
Managerial	InstructionsRhetorical questionsDirections

To promote consistency of observation, categories of verbal interaction were prepared in advance, along with documentation for the recording of field notes.  Initially more categories were identified, but these were adapted following the pilot study in order to increase the effectiveness of the data collected (Table 5).  The decision to reduce the number of categories following the pilot study was undertaken because the boundaries between some of the categories were found to be unclear making analysis of the data unwieldy and inexact:
Predetermining the purpose and focus of the observation helps to avoid being distracted by other phenomena but this can only be partly successful.
							  (Bush, 2007: 95)
A grid based on the categories listed in Table 5 was been created to note the frequency and function of verbal interactions between practitioners and children during morning sessions at each of the sample settings (Appendix 7).  The purpose of the grid was to record the number of verbal interactions between each practitioner and individual children during a specific period of time.  The type of interaction was also noted as well as the practitioner’s tone.  Intonation was also categorised in order to identify whether specific practitioners consistently used a similar tone with certain children (Table 6).
Table 5	Categories and definitions of verbal interaction identified during observations

Category	Definition
Talk	Dialogue consisting of 2 interactions from each participant
Directive	Instructions and directions which did not require a verbal response
Conversation	Dialogue consisting of 3 or more interactions, where each interaction is a consequence of the previous interaction and not based on questioning or direct praise from the practitioner
Praise 	Direct praise from practitioner to child
Encouragement	Verbal support and/or encouragement directed toward a specific activity or behaviour
Questioning	Open or closed questioning from practitioner to child
Explanation	Practitioner response to a child’s question or enquiry, or an explanation linked to activities or routines

Interpretation of intonation was a subjective decision and it was, therefore, important for the researcher to consistent and objective in order to reinforce reliability (Burgess 1984).  The observations were also be carried out by the same person otherwise inconsistencies could have occurred in interpretation and the data would become invalid.
  
Table 6	Classifications of practitioner intonation

Empathetic	Directive
Positive	Negative
Warm	Authoritarian
Quiet	Loud

Field notes of the data collected are in Appendix 8 and show the type of interaction which took place and also identified the adult who interacted with each child.  The results of the observations were then summarised.
 Field notes of observations provided evidence of the children who were named most and least often during the course of the study and the type of verbal interactions that occurred (Appendix 1).   Each time a child was named a record was made of the type of interaction, the practitioner was identified and the tone of voice noted.  If a child was named several times during one interaction (for example, being told to wash his hands more than once) this was identified as one interaction.  The number of interactions was then counted and a percentage identified for each of the categories (Appendix 8).
Analysis of the data collected from each sample setting was then collated and assessed for comparability (Cohen et al 2000).

3.4.3.2		Audio recording
The second method of data collection consisted of audio-taped recordings which were recorded on the same day as the direct observations, but were of specific activities common to each setting.  This enabled the collection of comparative evidence; the results of the recordings could confirm or nullify the data gathered through observations.  The main purpose of the audio-recording was not to replicate the observational data, but to provide data about the way adults interacted verbally with children while focused on specific tasks or activities.  This provided opportunities to listen to the practitioners’ verbal interactions and to hear the responses of children.  It was also possible to note if some children were not included in verbal interaction during the activities.
Audio-recording provided data of actual interaction but there were possible disadvantages.  Adults could be intimidated by the presence of a recording device and might adapt or modify the way they interacted because of apprehension that their usual performance would be judged and assessed.  Reticent members of staff could avoid speaking when the recorder was in use and this factor could distort the data collected.  This problem could be counteracted by the fact that all practitioners knew the researcher as a regular visitor to their settings in her role as an NVQ assessor and, therefore, would be at ease in her presence.  However, the opposite could also be true and those adults who were NVQ candidates could feel under pressure to perform in a way which would gain the approval of the researcher.  In order to attempt to address these concerns practitioners were assured at the onset of the study that the observations of verbal interaction were in no way connected to NVQ assessments and the visits to observe would not coincide with NVQ assessment visits.
Another difficulty with the data gathered during audio-recording was that pre-school environments tend to be noisy, coupled with the fact that some practitioners and children had quiet voices.  There was a possibility that dialogue could be incomprehensible; any such occurrences were noted on transcriptions of audio-recordings.  In accordance with the pre-study agreement between researcher and settings all audio-recordings were transcribed exclusively by the researcher and names were changed to ensure anonymity.  Video-recording would have assisted with the interpretation of verbal interaction but all three sample settings declined to allow video-recording because of confidentiality issues. Audio-tapes were transcribed by the researcher; themes identified and categorised in order to assess provision and to establish comparability.

3.4.3.3		Semi-structured interviews
The third strand of data collection comprised semi-structured or active interviews with the practitioners who were present during observations and audio-taping.  Data collected during these interviews would clarify and inform the results of the observations and audio-taped evidence.  Practitioners would also be granted opportunities to discuss their own perceptions of their interactive skills and performance.  Careful preparation was, therefore, necessary if interviews were to produce useful, relevant and valid data:
Face-to-face interviewing, the common denominator of qualitative research, is as difficult to describe as it is to accomplish.
            (Holstein and Gubrium, 1995: vii)
A number of issues were considered when planning and executing interviews:
	The interviewer
	The respondents
	Timing and location
	Structure
	Questions

3.4.3.3.1		The interviewer
Burgess (1984) insisted that when interviews were conducted to collect data following participant observation then they must be performed by the original observer.  He asserted that it was not possible to conduct an effective interview if one were distanced from the original data collected during observation.  The researcher should also use the expertise they had within the field of study to guide the interview and to adapt questions according to the responses received.  A relationship established during participant observation could put respondents at ease and this would potentially generate honest discussion and a willingness to share opinions and viewpoints more openly than with an unfamiliar interviewer (Holstein and Gubrium 1995).

3.4.3.3.2		The respondents
The structure and content of the interviews depended on the identity of the respondents (Holliday 2002).  All the practitioners who were present in settings during observations and audio-recordings were offered the opportunity to participate in the semi-structured interviews with the researcher.  This strategy was intended to promote inclusion and to encourage practitioners to become involved in the data collection process.  (Burgess 1984).  Two practitioners involved in the study were not fluent Welsh-speakers, therefore, it was suggested that the interviews were conducted in English or that separate interviews were conducted with those who were not confident to discuss matters through the medium of Welsh.  Both practitioners declined this offer and, although they were present during the interviews, they chose not participate.  As agreed by researchers and respondents interviews for Settings 1, 2 and 3 were conducted in Welsh, while the pilot study interview was conducted in English.  

3.4.3.3.3		Timing and location
The main consideration when planning a timetable for interviews was respondents’ convenience.  Due to their work commitments this proved problematic; some groups provided morning and afternoon sessions, some staff worked on a rota system and some respondents had duties in other settings at dinnertime.  After discussion with individual settings mutually convenient dates, times and locations were agreed.  An important consideration when planning interviews was to minimise the period of time between observations and interviews in order to enable staff to recall the activities and interactions that had taken place, which would assist informed discussion. The respondents all requested that the interviews take place at the settings at the end of morning sessions, and this was arrangement was agreed.  Holstein and Gubrium (1995) stated that respondents displayed fewer anxiety traits if they are interviewed at a familiar location and would be more forthcoming than if they were at an unfamiliar venue.

3.4.3.3.4		Interview structure
In accordance with the research design, an active or semi-structured interview style was chosen (Holstein and Gulbrium 1995).  Holstein and Gulbrium suggested that group interviews would offer more opportunities for practitioners to examine their practice objectively.  Respondents would be less inclined to give answers designed to enhance their own reputations or to make misleading statements.  The semi-structured interviews carried out during this study were group interviews, and practitioners appeared relaxed and disposed to discuss their perceptions and impressions of the research data.  Audio-recorded evidence was, therefore, a vital component of the study, and enabled the interviewer to reflect on respondents’ contributions:
...active interview data are records of interpretive practice; they capture how things were said as much as what was said.
				          (Holstein and Gulbrium, 1995:79)
Cohen et al (2000) were, however, concerned with the problem of respondent bias when utilising semi-structured interviews, and underlined the possibility that the interviewer could distort the evidence in order to confirm their own expectations and to support their research hypothesis.  Although a familiarity between researcher and respondents could support a relaxed environment conducive to open discussion; this familiarity could also cause the researcher to make assumptions based on respondents’ previous competence.  Burgess (1984) agreed that objectivity should be maintained otherwise the interviews cease to be conversations with a purpose (p102).  Bias could be addressed by establishing a protocol for interviews; careful planning, avoidance of leading questions, and supporting comparability by conducting interviews in a variety of settings (Cresswell 1994).  This might not eliminate researcher bias but could minimise the likelihood of compromising the data through the bias of researcher or respondent.  Interviews generated a large quantity of data, and in order to ensure that the data collected was relevant and reliable the content and format of the interview was carefully structured and managed (Holstein and Gubrium 1995).  The semi-structured format of the interviews allowed discussion to develop according to the responses of participants, but the themes for discussion ensured that interchanges adhered to the same pattern in all three settings (Table 7).
Table 7	Themes for discussion during semi-structured interviews with 				practitioners	

Themes for discussion during interviews
Reiteration of research objectives
Function of verbal interactionIdentification Rationale 
Frequency of verbal interactionIdentification of childrenRationale for identification
Strategies for development of interactive skillsRaising awarenessSelf-evaluationOther issues
Conclusion 

3.4.3.3.5		Questions
	The nature and content of the themes to be discussed during interviews was determined following analysis of the data collected during observations and audio-recordings.  Descriptions of these themes can be found in Table 7.  This data allowed the researcher to categorise the function and frequency of verbal interaction in the sample setting, and to plan issues for discussion.  Practitioners’ responses to the researcher’s findings supplemented the evidence previously collated concerning the inclusive or random nature of verbal interaction within their settings.  Feedback and reflection by practitioners during interviews offered opportunities to focus on good practice concerning verbal interaction, and also permitted discussion of relevant issues such as background information pertaining to specific children, which offered explanations to patterns of interaction (Cresswell 1994).  Questions were posed using vocabulary and syntax which was apposite to respondents’ level of understanding in order to avoid intimidating or ambiguous language which excluded respondents from the discussion (Cohen et al 2000).  In order that the data generated through interviews would be comparable and transferable, questions were discussed in the same sequence at each setting (Busher and James 2007).  The interviewer was, therefore, required to prompt and guide respondents without curtailing or influencing the content of the interview; the researcher’s role was to manage the pressures of conversation for the purposes of inquiry (Holstein and Gubrium 1995:12).

3.5	Conclusion
	The methodological paradigm selected to study the research question was planned to enable collection and analysis of relevant, reliable and comparable data which generated appropriate conclusions and recommendations concerning verbal interactions within pre-school settings.  The research design supported the accumulation of evidence which promoted an examination of the nature of provision within a sample of pre-school settings.  Qualitative and quantitative methods were used according to the requirements of the data collected; interpretive data was categorised and the resulting themes collated as statistical data in order to enable comparability.  



4.	Data analysis
Data was collected using three methods:
	Direct observation recorded as field notes
	Audio-taped activities, transcribed
	Semi-structured interviews, transcribed
Percentages have been adjusted to the nearest whole number throughout the data analysis section.
4.1	Direct observation         
Evidence collected during direct observations at the three sample settings as field notes and subsequently categorised  in order to identify the function and frequency of verbal interactions.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

4.1.1	Function of interaction
Details of the verbal interactions between specific practitioners and children are located in Appendix 7.  An examination of the results of field notes revealed that the general pattern of interaction at each of the sample settings was similar (Appendix 4).  Table 8 displays the total verbal interactions for the three settings and the number and percentage for each category of interaction.

Table 8	Total verbal interactions noted during direct observations
Category	Number	Percentage
Talk	27	6%
Directive	161	36%
Conversation	26	6%
Encouragement	54	12%
Praise	56	12%
Questioning	109	24%
Explanation	16	4%
Total number of interactions	517	100%

4.1.1.1		Directive interaction 
Within each setting the majority of verbal interaction was identified as directive, consisting primarily of instructions and commands.  This trend was observed in the three sample settings with 36% of all verbal interactions identified as directive.  These directions ranged from telling children to wash their hands after toileting to calling children to join in at circle time.  The majority of directive interactions did not encourage or anticipate verbal responses from children, and were used mainly to manage provision and to organise activities.  All practitioners who participated in the study used directions, although this did depend on their roles and responsibilities at different times during the sessions.  For example, if a practitioner was involved with clearing resources away she would tell children to put toys in boxes, books back on shelves and so on.  This resulted in a high number of recorded directive interactions.  Zara in Setting 1 received 16 verbal interactions during my observation; of these 8 were directive.  Similarly, of 35 interactions with Ellie in Setting 2, 19 were directive.  However, the results did reflect my impressions during observations that a high proportion of interactions were concerned with management and organisation.

4.1.1.2		Questioning
The second predominant type of interaction was questioning at 24% of total observed interactions.  Once again this was universal across all sample settings.  Use of questioning was to be expected within pre-school settings, and careful questioning can be an effective method of engaging children’s interest and of encouraging reciprocal discourse.  However, the majority of questions were closed, offering limited opportunities for children to respond and most were known-answer questions.  As with directive interactions, questions were generally used as a managerial device; practitioners asking a child if he had washed his hands or enquiring if child had finished drinking her milk.  A number of questions were used to gather information concerning children’s cognitive understanding; for example, asking the colour/size of an object.  Answers to these questions consisted of one or two words; children’s responses were noted and praised but there were few attempts to extend the dialogue or to investigate the subject further.  Again, practitioners did not use questioning as a means of encouraging children to respond verbally, or offer opportunities for children to express their views or discuss their experiences.  A number of questions posed were rhetorical in nature and did not elicit reactions from children.

4.1.1.3		Explanatory interaction
The category with the lowest percentage was that concerned with explanatory interaction.  Only 4% of recorded interactions were noted as being explanatory in nature and this indicated that there were few opportunities for reciprocal communication between practitioners and children within the sample settings.  Cadzen (1998) noted that practitioners did not use opportunities to expand information and to foster children’s curiosity effectively; an opinion which was reflected by the results of the observations.

4.1.1.4		Talk and conversation
6% of examples noted were classed as talk and another 6% as conversation.  Setting 1 recorded the highest percentage for conversation at 13%, but as 5 of the 16 examples recorded there were of the same child (Jac), this may have been indicative of the child’s character and his verbal skills rather than of practitioners exploiting conversational opportunities.  A high number of interactions did not denote a high percentage of conversational opportunities.  Although Tom in Setting 2 was the recipient of 35 interactions, there were none categorised as talk or conversation.  It was noticeable that of the conversational interaction observed the majority were incidental to the routine business of the settings, and instigated by children.  This issue will be discussed further when considering the results of the audio-taped activities.  

4.1.1.5		Praise and encouragement
Interaction categorised as praise and encouragement were both recorded as 12% of the total noted.  I had expected praise to register a higher percentage based on the emphasis placed on encouraging self-esteem and confidence found in the Foundation Phase (DfCELLS 2008).  The proportion of encouraging discourse was similar throughout the three settings but the incidence of praise differed significantly (Appendix 8).  This was possibly reflected by the personalities of practitioners; more reticent practitioners tended not to offer as much praise as their loquacious colleagues.

4.1.2		Frequency of interaction
Although the number of children attending the sample settings was relatively small, field observations recorded significant disparity between the frequency of verbal interaction between practitioners and specific children (Appendix 8).  In Setting 1 Jac received 19% of the total number of interactions, whilst at the other end of the scale Callum and Rebecca experienced 6% (Table 9).  As mentioned above Jac recorded the highest number of conversations out of the three settings, and it is notable that Callum and Rebecca did not record any examples of interaction in the talk or conversation categories. 
Table 9  	Highest/lowest frequency of interaction noted during field 				observations

Setting	High frequency	%	Low frequency	%
1	Jac	19%	Callum/Rebecca	6%
2	Tom/Ellie	26%	Liam	12%
3	Ben	19%	Edward	4%

	This disparity was reflected in Setting 2 with a range from 12% to 26% of total verbal interactions and again in Setting 3 with a range from 4% to 18% (Table 10).  The interactions experienced by children at the lower range of the frequency scale offered few opportunities for talk or conversation; similarly a significant number of the interactions at the highest frequency were in the directive or questioning categories.  In Setting 2 Tom and Ellie were both named in 26% of the interactions but 17 and 19 interactions respectively from a total of 35 were directive, followed by a high number of questions.  Once again there were few opportunities to develop the interaction, and practitioners did not elicit verbal responses from the children. Contrary to my expectations, the children named most frequently were not necessarily offered more conversational opportunities than children named less frequently. 
Table 10	Percentage of verbal interactions per named child
Setting 1
Zara	William	Callum	Rebecca	Kimberly	Jac	Sally	Mira	Kay
13%	10%	6%	6%	13%	19%	9%	16%	8%
Setting 2
Dafydd	Tom	Ellie	Nia	Liam
17%	26%	26%	19%	12%
Setting 3
Mair	Phoebe	Ceris	Mared	Ben	Karen	Carl	Edward	Peter	Gareth
7%	11%	13%	12%	18%	6%	10%	4%	6%	13%
4.1.3		Intonation
Intonation was mainly positive in tone (see Appendix 1 for clarification) with the majority of interactions being positive and warm (Appendix 7).  Directive interactions tended to be neutral or authoritarian in tone, while directions concerning behaviour, rules and boundaries were more likely to be negative.  Practitioners did encourage and praise children warmly during the sessions and the tone of interaction was generally positive, but the use of directive and explanatory language was managerial in tone rather than conversational.

4.2	Audio-recorded activities
In order to facilitate the collection of comparable data a group activity was observed at each setting and these sessions were audio-taped and then transcribed (Appendix 10).  The transcriptions were analysed and categorised using the same codes as the direct observations (Appendix 1).  Once again named children were identified to allow collation of data which would be used to ascertain themes or patterns of interaction.  All the children present in the settings at the time of data collection took part in the group activities.  The activities were structured slightly differently in the different cylchoedd; in Settings 1 and 2 the children took part sequentially, while the children took part simultaneously in Setting 3.  All the practitioners present participated in Setting 3, while different roles were undertaken by participants at Settings 1 and 2.  The activities consisted of:
	Setting 1:  planting carrot seeds in plant pots.
	Setting 2:  foot painting on a large piece of paper representing a tree.
	Setting 3:	creating a collage from natural materials (leaves, bark, moss).

4.2.1		Function of interaction
Detailed results of the audio-recorded sessions can be found in Appendix 9.  I discussed these findings with practitioners, keeping to the same sequence of categories as in section 4.1.  Transcriptions of audio-recordings from the three sample settings are located in Appendix 9.

4.2.1.1		Directive interaction
29% of the verbal interactions recorded during these sessions were directive and, as with the field observations, these directions were concerned mainly with managing the sessions (preparing the children before and after taking part) rather than with the actual activities themselves.  A substantial number of directorial interactions were focused on hygiene; directions to wash hands (and feet in Setting 2), and once again opportunities to include children in dialogue were missed or ignored.  Staff seemed too busy with the mechanics of the activities and with completing one task in order to move on to the next.  In Setting 3 Peter said of the twigs that Susan, one of the cylch assistants, gave him to glue onto his collage, “it’s from a tree” (Transcription 3, line 611).  Susan replied in Welsh that the twigs did indeed come from a tree and then immediately asked Peter if he had finished, and sent him to wash his hands (Transcription 3, lines 614-616).  Susan failed to use this opportunity to talk to Peter about trees, and to expand the dialogue.  Each recorded activity had similar examples and after identifying this theme I determined to discuss the phenomenon with practitioners during semi-structured interviews.

4.2.1.2		Questioning	
As can be seen in Table 11 verbal interaction between practitioner and children during group activities differed slightly from those recorded from field notes of direct observations.  Questioning at 32% of total interactions was higher than directive (29%), but this was to be expected due to the nature of the activities.  
Table 11	Total verbal interactions identified from transcriptions of audio-			recordings

Category	Number	Percentage
Talk	45	13%
Directive	99	29%
Conversation	3	1%
Encouragement	11	3%
Praise	33	10%
Questioning	110	32%
Explanation	39	11%
Total number of interactions	340	100%

Questioning was rhetorical in some cases as in Transcription 1, lines 28 to 32, and this example could be described as explanatory questioning; Gwen, the practitioner displayed the carrot seeds and attracted the children’s attention while she asked questions to which she was not expecting specific responses; indeed there were no pauses between questions for children to respond:
Gwen	Gweld y hade mwin fynna?  Chi’n gweld?  Hade moron yw rheina.  Ma moron yn mynd i dyfu mas o rheina.  Chi’n gweld?  Chi’n gweld, hade moron ife?  Co Kimberly, ti’n gallu gweld nhw?  Drych, hade bach, bach, bach. Reit, rown ni hwnna fan na lle bod y gwynt yn mynd a nhw.  Mae rhai gyda Miss Gwen yn llaw fi. Co.

 	As with verbal interaction recorded from field notes, the practitioner did not encourage children to respond verbally, but concentrated instead on the seed-planting process.  A number of questions were used in a directorial manner, such as Transcription 3, line165, which was concerned with asking Carl if he wanted to wash his hands.  The majority of questions were closed and not open to interpretation or further discussion; for example, Transcription 3, lines 565 to 569 where Susan, one of the cylch assistants, discussed the picture Gareth is creating with natural materials  
Susan	Ti moyn help Gareth?  Pwy brige wyt ti ise?  Ti ise bach o hwn?  Beth ti’n galw hwn Miss Lynwen?
Lynwen	Plisg.
Susan	Diolch.  Ti moyn bach o plisg ar llun pert ti?
Gareth	Ie.

Again, the process of the activity was accorded more attention than the children’s experience of the activity.  
This phenomenon was observed in all three settings, as opportunities to engage children in further verbal interaction were neglected.  In Transcription 1, line 86, Gwen the practitioner leading the session responded to William’s assertion that “There’s a hole there” (line 84), but she did not develop the dialogue because she is concerned with the fact that Jac was playing with the compost (Transcription 1, line 87).  A striking example of a missed opportunity occurred in Setting 2 while Eleri, the cylch leader, explained to the children that they would be painting their feet (Transcription 2, lines 251-258).  
Dafydd			Hei, ti’n gwbod..
Eleri			Ellie?
Dafydd			Hei Miss, ti’n gwbod ma côs fi’n plygu.
Eleri			O.
Dafydd			A ti’n gwbod coese Mamgu ///
Eleri		Reit, pa liw ni’n mynd i neud coeden ni?  Brown, a    bach o ddu a bach o wyn.
Dafydd			>>>

Dafydd wanted to talk his legs and his grandmother’s legs but Eleri responded absent-mindedly; she was concentrating on the colour of the paint and the moment passed.  However, there were some examples of practitioners responding positively to children’s remarks and questions.  In Transcription 3, Lynwen, the cylch leader, told Mared not to throw the moss on to the floor and when Mared asked what moss was, Lynwen reminded her that they collected moss from the hedge outside the previous day (transcription 3, lines 559-561), but the conversation was then interrupted by Helen, one of the cylch assistants with an enquiry about glue.  Similarly, Eleri noticed that Nia had nail varnish on her toenails and began to talk about this, but once again the conversation was interrupted by another staff member and Eleri was distracted by the colour of Dafydd’s socks (transcription 2, lines 251-258).
4.2.1.3		Explanatory
The percentage of explanatory interactions recorded throughout the audio-taped activities was slightly higher than for the field observations, which was to be expected due to of the nature of the sessions as practitioners explained tasks to the children (Transcription 1, line 34, Transcription 2, line 229).  However, using explanations effectively could have presented practitioners with opportunities to encourage children to respond; to ask questions and make comments about the resources and the activities.  However, practitioners tended to move on with their conversations without allowing sufficient time for children to process the information they had been given.  
4.2.1.4		Talk and conversation
There were occasions for dialogue during activity-centred sessions as evidenced by a 13% incidence in the talk category as opposed to 6% during field observations.  Language development was supported by repetition and reinforcement at all settings, and of these examples a substantial number appear in the talk category.  For example, in
Setting 2 Dafydd had his feet in the paint and Eleri (cylch leader) explained that the paint was slippery, and asked him how it felt (Transcription 2, lines 417-426):
Eleri		Nawr te, ma hwn yn mynd i slipo, reit.  Howld on.  	Shwt ma hwnna’n timlo de?
Dafydd			Neis.
Eleri		Aros bach nawr te, ww.  Nawr te, da iawn ti, reit lawr 	gwaelod y goeden i fi am wac.  Lan a lawr da dy 	draed, na ti, da iawn ti.
Dafydd			Co’r coeden fowr.
Eleri			A rownd.  Dere di nawr, na fe.
Dafydd			Odi coeden yn fowr?
Eleri		Tro rownd i fi, tro rownd i fi.  Nawr cer ar ben y 	pisyn du na.  Nage, fan hyn, rho dy droed fan hyn.

 However, when Dafydd began to talk about the actual painting Eleri was so focused on making sure that he spread his footprints on all parts of the paper that she overlooked the opportunity to discuss the nature of the tree they were painting.  Eleri concentrated on the final product while Dafydd’s attention was captured by the process of creating the painting.  Only 1% of verbal interactions recorded during group activities were categorised as conversations.  Given the emphasis on product and on completing tasks it was unsurprising that the number of conversations recorded was low.  Time constraints made sustained interaction difficult, even though the adult-to-child ratio was high in all settings, and I had presumed that this fact would support the provision of high quality verbal interaction.  This finding provided another matter for discussion with practitioners at interview.

4.2.1.5		Praise and encouragement
Praise and encouragement accounted for 13% (Table 12) of interactions, substantially lower than the combined total of 24% noted in field observations.  Again, this was contrary to my expectations as I had anticipated that practitioners would praise children for their efforts and during my visits to the settings I customarily heard practitioners praising the children regularly.   Another unexpected aspect was that only 3% of the total interactions were encouragement.  Again I had anticipated that there would be a high number of encouraging interactions because the children were involved in specific activities.  It is possible that this occurred because practitioners were aware of the recommendations of the Foundation Phase (DfCELLS 2008) regarding children making decisions and choices; staff may have been reluctant to encourage children to persist with the activities, especially while I was recording them.

4.2.2		Frequency of interaction
The frequency of verbal interaction between practitioners and named children noted during audio-recorded activities was compared to the results of the field observations in order to identify similarities or disparities (Table 12).  Detailed results of transcribed data are located in Appendix 10.
Table 12	Highest/lowest frequency of interaction noted during transcriptions 			of audio recordings

Setting	High frequency	%	Low frequency	%
1	Sally	20%	Rebecca	3%
2	Tom/Ellie	24%	Liam	9%
3	Ben	19%	Edward	2%
	
	There were some changes in the children who were named most frequently in Settings 1 and 2.  In Setting 1 Sally was named during 20% of the interactions, up from 6% in field observations.  The frequency of verbal interaction with Jac remained high, with 17% of named interactions.  Tom and Ellie were again equal in Setting 2 with 24% of named interactions, but they were overtaken by Nia at 31% of the total.  Ben remained the child most frequently named in Setting 3.  These figures seemed to indicate that some children received more attention than others, but these findings were somewhat misleading.  For example, Nia in Setting 2 was named 13 times during a relatively short painting activity, but when the data was analysed, 9 of the interactions were directive, and almost exclusively concerned with directions on the subject of taking off and putting on her shoes and socks.  There were no examples from the talk or conversation categories, implying that Nia either did not understand what was being said to her, was distracted by other interests or that she was simply ignoring the directions.  Whatever the cause, not one of the practitioners talked directly to Nia during this session except to give her instructions or explanations.  There was one example of encouragement but this was also in relation to her shoes and socks.  Similarly, the child named most frequently in Setting 3, Ben, had no recorded interactions in the talk and conversation categories.  These findings indicated that there was randomness to the frequency of verbal interaction in each of the sample settings.  This impression was discussed further during interviews.  	Each sample setting had examples of children who were named infrequently during both field observations and recorded activities.  In Setting 1, Kay, Rebecca and Callum recorded low percentages of interaction, as did Liam in Setting 2 and Karen, Edward and Peter in Setting 3.  The only instance where Edward was named in Transcription 3 is when Lynwen, the cylch leader, asked him where his apron was (line 33).  There was no pause for Edward to answer, and Lynwen immediately followed her question by telling him to put his apron on (line 34).  Similarly, in Setting 1 Kay was praised once, for putting soil in the flowerpot (Transcription 1, line 145) and later told to play safely (line 163).  Neither interaction encouraged a dialogue between child and practitioner.
	Based on the data collected there was no obvious correlation between frequency and quality of verbal interaction.  Some of the children who were interacted with most frequently tended to be those who attracted practitioners’ attention by failing to follow directions and commands.  Some of the frequently named children also demonstrated good language skills, having a broad vocabulary and a tendency to approach practitioners in order to talk to them.  However, the children who recorded the fewest interactions appear to have been those who did not draw attention to themselves and who were less inclined to initiate dialogue.  Contrary to my expectations, group activities did not increase the instances of sustained verbal interaction between practitioners and children.  Indeed, when involved in small group activities the adults were focused on completing the tasks rather than on enriching the experiences offered to the children during these sessions, a discovery which echoed Thompson’s (2007) findings.  Product, not process, was the priority, to the detriment of children’s conversational opportunities.  This is not to deny identification of effective use of vocabulary and language modeling during these sessions.  Practitioners at each of the sample settings demonstrated an awareness of the importance of repetition, reinforcement and uncomplicated language, suitable to the ages and developmental levels of the children who attended the settings.  For example, Eleri, the cylch leader at Setting 2, repeats words and phrases (Transcription 2, lines 64-72):
Eleri	Ie, ond heddi ni’n mynd i beinto gyda beth?  Ni’n mynd i beinto gyda [pointing at her feet]. Beth yw rheina?  Beth yw rheina?
Dafydd		           Trad.
Eleri              	 Traed, traed ie.  Ti’n mynd i roi paent ar traed 	ti?  Tynnu sgidie bant a rhoi paent ar traed ti?
Dafydd			Ie.
Eleri			Pwy sy moyn neud e?
Tom			Fi.
Eleri			Ti moyn neud e, moyn paento traed?

	As with the frequency of interaction noted during direct observations, the range between children named most and least frequently was significant (Table 13).  This similarity indicated a consistency in the pattern of verbal interaction throughout the settings’ provision.   I did not discern any discrepancy between the small group activities which were audio-recorded and those I had observed in the settings previously during NVQ assessment visits, and I do not believe that the instances of verbal interaction were significantly different to the usual pattern.  
Table 13	Percentage of named verbal interactions from audio-recordings
Setting 1
Zara	William	Callum	Rebecca	Kimberly	Jac	Sally	Mira	Kay
8%	17%	5%	3%	17%	17%	20%	8%	5%
Setting 2
Dafydd	Tom	Ellie	Nia	Liam
12%	24%	24%	31%	9%
Setting 3
Mair	Phoebe	Ceris	Mared	Ben	Karen	Carl	Edward	Peter	Gareth
10%	14%	14%	5%	19%	5%	9%	2%	5%	17%

4.2.3		Intonation
Vocal intonation was generally positive and supportive throughout the activities; practitioners used affectionate language and there were few examples of negative or authoritarian tones.  Relationships between practitioners and children were generally warm and positive.  It was noted in Settings 2 and 3 that two of the cylch assistants spoke very little, and tended to concentrate on activities such as washing hands and putting on socks and shoes.  Again it may be that my presence and the audio-recorder inhibited these

practitioners, but I had noted similar behaviour during assessment visits to NVQ candidates at the settings.

4.3		Semi-structured interviews
Interviews were conducted at each of the settings following analysis of the data collected during audio-recorded activities.  The themes for discussion (Table 8) developed from this data and from the field notes of the initial observations identifying named children in each setting.  The interviews were conducted through the medium of Welsh, which was the preferred language of practitioners at each sample setting.    The identity of the practitioners who were included during interviews can be found in Table 14.  
Table 14  	Practitioners present during semi-structured interviews
Setting 1	Setting 2	Setting 3
Mary	Eleri	Lynwen
Gwen	Ann	Helen
Llinos		Susan
		Siân

Interviews took place at each setting’s premises at the end of morning sessions and lasted an average of 45 minutes, as agreed with respondents.  A semi-structured format was employed during the interviews.  This was partly to enable respondents to offer their own interpretations of the data collected and to allow pursuance of relevant themes or patterns that might develop in the course of the discussions.  However, a list of specific topics ensured that issues arising from data previously collected were included (Table 8)
   
4.3.1		Function of interaction
Practitioners at each of the settings explained that language development was carefully considered during planning sessions and, as Welsh medium groups, all staff members had an understanding of the importance of encouraging and supporting the development of children’s literacy skills.  Participants expressed surprise when I shared my analysis of the type of interaction recorded during my visits to collect data for this study (Table 15).




Table 15	 Total verbal interactions
Field Notes: total 517			Transcriptions:  total 340
Function	Number	%	Function	Number	%
Talk	27	6%	Talk	45	13%
Directive	161	36%	Directive	99	29%
Conversation	26	6%	Conversation	3	1%
Encouragement	54	12%	Encouragement	11	3%
Praise	56	12%	Praise	33	10%
Questioning	109	24%	Questioning	110	32%
Explanatory	16	4%	Explanatory	39	11%


4.3.1.1		Directive interaction
 The high percentage of directive interaction instigated considerable debate among practitioners concerning the purpose of directions and instructions within the settings.  Some practitioners were of the opinion that directive interaction could be effectively employed as a device to enhance cognitive development.  However, further examination of the data revealed that the majority of directions were associated with managerial aspects of provision, such as directions to wash hands (Transcription1, lines 72-73) or to put on aprons before a craft activity (Transcription 3, lines 47-48).  Some examples of cognitive directions were identified during group activities (Transcription 1, lines 72-73):
Jac	Ble ma un fi?
	Gwen	Iawn, ffeindia un a ‘Jac’ de.  Enw ti fynna.  Da iawn 		ti, mewn yn y cwpan, da iawn, aros funud de.  Un ar 		y tro, un ar y tro, da iawn.

A number of practitioners justified the use of directions as a necessary device to enable children to progress from one activity to the next and to give information to children concerning the timetable of the session.  Two of the three cylch leaders maintained that whilst directions were necessary, practitioners should be cautious of excessive use, and should consider alternative techniques of sharing and providing information to children.  Mary expressed concern that the high percentage of directive interaction indicated that practitioners were talking at children instead of talking to them.

4.3.1.2		Questioning
Participants predicted that questioning would feature prominently as a means of supporting cognitive development and of reinforcing language patterns, and some examples of cognitive questioning were identified (Transcription 3, lines 41-46):
Helen	Pawb i whilo enw a llun ar y stôl.  Na Phoebe, dim 			fynna.  Drycha, beth sy ar hwn?  G, G am Gareth a G 		am gafar.  Ti’n gweld llun gafar?  Ble ma stol Phoebe?  		Ie, da iawn ti.  Co P am Phoebe a beth yw hwn?  Llun 		beth sy ar stôl Phoebe?
Phoebe	Postman Pat.
Helen	Ie!  P am Phoebe a P am Postman Pat.
However, the nature of the majority of questions recorded during research visits differed from participants’ preconceptions.  Practitioners stated that they were previously unaware that the questions posed were almost exclusively closed questions.  Neither had they realised that children were seldom allowed time and encouragement to respond to the questions put to them.  Gwen agreed when I pointed out that she had asked questions repeatedly when planting carrot seeds with the children but she did not pause to allow children to respond (Transcription 1, lines 27-31).  Lynwen explained that questions could provide effective opportunities to attract and sustain children’s attention during activities, but she concurred that insufficient time and attention was accorded to children’s responses.  

4.3.1.3		Explanatory
Practitioners agreed that a lower percentage of explanatory interaction was expected during the periods included in direct observations than recorded during specific group activities (Table 16).  Ann thought that directive language was commonly substituted for explanatory language, and that this fact partially distorted the incidence of explanatory interaction identified by the study.  This comment caused some debate between practitioners and there was a general consensus that explanatory interaction was usually associated with focus tasks and specific activities, an opinion supported by the fact that explanatory interaction increased from 4% to11% when	children were involved in group activity sessions.  

4.3.1.4		Talk and conversation
Practitioners were disappointed by the low number of conversational interactions recorded across the study.  However, they did not dispute my data and when reflecting on their practice during our discussions all respondents identified examples of provision within their settings which were neither inclusive nor effectual.  There was discussion concerning the difficulty of sustaining dialogue when interacting with a group of children, but my observations of free-play activities did not provide a significant increase.  The percentage of conversational interactions identified was slightly higher during direct observations, but conversely the number of talk interactions was doubled during audio-recorded group activities.

4.3.1.5		Praise and encouragement
The findings for this category provoked considerable debate.  Practitioners argued that if the two categories had been combined the total percentage would register a different impression.  The decision to identify two discrete categories was discussed in Section 3, but practitioners declared that they were satisfied that children were offered an abundance of praise and encouragement throughout sessions at the cylchoedd.  

4.3.2		Frequency of interaction
In addition to the function of interaction I wanted to discuss whether practitioners were aware of the frequency of their verbal interactions with individual children, and their rationale for the pattern of dialogue.

4.3.2.1		Frequently named children
I began each interview by reminding practitioners that when I had visited their settings to collect data for the study they had predicted which children would be named most frequently.    There was a general perception that these children would belong to one of two groups:
	Children who were identified by respondents as having behavioural problems or who were defined as “busy” 
	Children identified as having a good vocabulary and social skills
Practitioners explained that they would expect to name children who belonged to the first group frequently because of the need to remind them of the guidelines of the setting, to manage inappropriate behaviour, to retain their attention and to help them to develop what each setting defined as ‘social skills’.  I interpreted social skills to mean an ability to play and interact positively with practitioners and children and to conform to the rules and boundaries of the settings.  
	Participants were, however, surprised to note that their predictions were not always accurate.  Practitioners at Setting 1 had predicted that Rebecca and Zara would be named frequently, but neither was in the top percentage (Tables 10 and 13).  The rationale for these choices was explained by Mary, and was based on the fact that Rebecca had been diagnosed as being on the autistic spectrum, and because of her problems with communication she had a tendency to disregard others.  Participants therefore assumed that Rebecca would need continual directions and this would be reflected in the frequency with which she was named.  When I informed the participants that Rebecca was the child named least during the two data collection sessions they expressed surprise, but Gwen noted that as Rebecca had a support worker (Sonia) it was probable that Sonia would interact with the child more often than other staff members.  I reminded them that Sonia had been present during my research visits, to which Gwen responded that Rebecca’s conduct during my observations was unusual and that there must have been an underlying reason for her behaviour, although no specific causes were suggested.  Two children at Setting 1, Jac and Kimberly, who were recorded as having high naming frequencies, were identified as belonging to the second group noted above, i.e. confident children possessing good social skills and vocabulary. Practitioners agreed that a high level of verbal ability significantly aided interaction and that these children were prepared to come to talk to staff rather that wait to be included.  
	Practitioners from Setting 2 correctly identified the children named most often during field observations, explaining that Ellie was a sociable child who was displayed interest in all aspects of the setting’s provision, and Tom was described as a confident child who displayed curiosity and a propensity for exploration.  Eleri stated that because there were only five children at the setting at the time of the study she would expect the results to show that the children were named fairly equally.  However, when I informed them that Nia had been named for 31% of the total for the audio-recorded observation practitioners at Setting 2 were surprised.  I explained that this was linked to directions concerning her shoes and socks, and Ann responded that Nia was self-absorbed and often disregarded extraneous details when concentrating on something of interest to her.  When the instances of directive interaction were subtracted from the total number of interactions recorded during audio-taped activities Nia’s percentage dropped from 31% to 10%, only a percentage point above Liam who was the child least frequently named.
	Practitioners from Setting 3 correctly predicted that Ben would be named most frequently.  This prediction was based on the presumption that Ben had difficulty socialising with other children and disliked group activities as a rule.  Lynwen explained that Ben enjoyed playing outside in the sand and water areas.  Although practitioners were unsurprised that a high number of their interactions with Ben were either within the directive or questioning categories they did not expect that he would record the highest number of talk and conversation interactions within the setting; the only child throughout the three settings with a higher percentage in these categories was Ellie in Setting 2.  This outcome indicated that although respondents in two of the three settings demonstrated an awareness of the children who were named frequently, they were not always conscious of the type of interaction occurring.

4.3.2.2		Infrequently named children
We then discussed the children named least frequently.  As mentioned above respondents’ predictions were not always accurate, but each setting displayed an awareness of children who were described as quiet, shy, withdrawn, and there was a general expectation that these children would receive less verbal interaction than their more confident counterparts.  Eleri remarked that this was partially a language problem as four of the five children who attended Setting 2 were from English-speaking families, therefore the children’s understanding of vocabulary and language was limited.  This explanation did not offer a valid justification of why adults would not interact verbally with specific children, and why these children should not be named during activities at the setting.  Indeed, despite Eleri’s concern about children’s comprehension of Welsh, Dafydd, the sole Welsh-speaker at Setting 2, received less interaction than other children, with the exception of Liam.
	Mary from Setting 1 believed that some children were occasionally overlooked because they appeared to be self-sufficient and content to play without adult intervention.  In the discussion that followed this remark respondents identified aspects of children’s home life as contributory factors to the infrequency of verbal interactions.  Mira, for example, had a different ethnic background to the other children, and Mary believed that this affected the way she interacted with the adults within the setting.  However Mary also stated that Mira regularly talked to other children, for example, when playing in the tent out of sight of the adults.  This indicated that Mira chose not to interact with the adults within the setting for reasons of her own.  Another example from Setting 1 concerned Kay whose attendance at the cylch was irregular.  Gwen stated that because Kay was not involved in many of the activities and experiences that occurred and because of her absences she (Kay) has not formed a secure attachment with staff members.  Again respondents suggested that the low frequency of interaction was caused by the child intentionally avoiding verbal interaction with practitioners.
	The child with the lowest frequency of verbal interaction at Setting 3 was Edward, who Lynwen described as a quiet child.  Helen agreed with this description and added that Edward participated in all aspects of the cylch’s activities, had a good relationship with other children and was well-mannered.  Both Lynwen and Helen were a loss to explain why he should record so few interactions, but Susan speculated whether this was a result of staff spending time with the more demanding children, and not having time to interact with quieter children such as Edward or Karen.  This statement prompted further discussion about how some children, such as Ben, receive a high proportion of attention resulting in staff having scant opportunities to interact with those children who were not perceived to be problematic.  Lynwen and Eleri both stressed that a three hour session was a short period of time and that there was little time to spare to consider every child’s needs fully.  Considering the high adult to child ratio this argument appeared illogical and at variance with the requirements of the Foundation Phase (DfCELLS 2008) concerning following the individual interests of children.  
	A recurring theme during interviews with participants was the tendency to attribute low percentages of interaction to factors connected to the children, for example, personality/temperament, developmental problems such as autism, language issues or lifestyle/family.  Practitioners from each setting described children who chose not to communicate; children who were perceived as quiet or having difficulty forming relationships.  According to practitioners, these were the children who were interacted with least frequently.  This part of the discussion reinforced the fact that practitioners within each setting had already informally identified children who received few verbal interactions but no strategy had been devised to address this issue.  Indeed, most practitioners had not considered that these children required additional support.  

4.3.3		Strategies of development of interactive proficiency
Following the discussion described in sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 I introduced the subject of techniques and strategies suitable to increase practitioners’ understanding of and proficiency in promoting and supporting verbal interaction.

4.3.3.1		Observation and assessment
Mary proposed adapting observation and assessment methods currently used to record children’s progress in order to encourage practitioners to evaluate needs and abilities more holistically.  Rather than observing mathematical ability or physical skills, for example, Mary suggested that practitioners should observe targeted children for a sustained period.  This would provide information regarding a broader range of skills and abilities.  Further discussion resulted in a divergence of opinion concerning the subject of monitoring verbal interaction within the settings.  Helen and Gwen were agreed that additional child observations would result in an increased workload for practitioners.  

4.3.3.2		Peer evaluation
I introduced the concept of peer-evaluation, and the possibility that practitioners could regularly appraise each other as a means of identifying good practice and areas for development and improvement.  Again the response was diverse.  Lynwen explained that practitioners in Setting 3 had regular meetings where all aspects of provision were
discussed.  There are also routine staff appraisals with members of the governing committee when staff performance was assessed and appropriate training or support needs identified.  This pattern was common to all three sample settings.  Members of the governing committee did not, however, attend sessions at the settings and consequently might not have either the knowledge or information to make informed assessments of practice.  Therefore there were currently no procedures in place to provide practitioners with informed feedback on their performance.  A number of practitioners became somewhat defensive during this section of the interviews until reminded that the purpose of the discussion was to identify opportunities for improving verbal interaction, rather than to criticise current provision.  

4.3.3.3		External evaluation
In response to anxiety concerning peer evaluation I suggested that an external viewpoint could raise awareness of issues which were not immediately apparent to those who worked at the settings on a daily basis.  Several practitioners responded positively to the possibility of external evaluation, but there was some concern that the person responsible for appraisal would have a comprehensive understanding of the aims and objectives of MYM and a sound knowledge of the principles of the Foundation Phase (DfCELLS 2008).  Lynwen was apprehensive about the additional burden this would entail, and she believed that appraisal from an external source would cause anxiety to staff members.  Mary explained that each of the settings had achieved accreditation as a Cylch Rhagorol (MYM 2003) and been inspected by Estyn (2006), both of which examined aspects of communication.  The general pattern of discussion was similar at each of the three settings and all participants were reserved concerning further external evaluation. 

4.3.3.4		Video/digital recording
Finally I introduced the concept of using video or digital-recording as an instrument for encouraging self-evaluation, identifying good practice and matters for improvement.  This technique would afford opportunities to assess provision objectively, without the involvement of external agencies.  Significantly, there was some resistance to this suggestion from those who had previously demonstrated discomfort with the concept of peer and external evaluation.  Again some practitioners were reluctant, citing time and cost as factors to justify their objections.  I pointed out that each setting currently used a digital camera to observe children and to record activities and experiences, and that the majority of these cameras had video-recording features.  As for time constraints, the camera could be positioned conveniently in order to record specific sessions which would subsequently be examined by staff.  Once more, the response was ambivalent; some practitioners displayed interest and discussed the practicalities of the implementing the procedure, whilst others complained that this would involve additional work for no extra salary.  No other suggestions were made concerning the development of practitioners’ verbal interactions with the children who attend their settings.

4.3.4		Conclusion
During the interviews practitioners displayed awareness concerning the children who were interacted with frequently or infrequently, but their perceptions did always correspond with data collected during the research project.  There was general agreement that verbal interaction required careful planning and regular evaluation in order to ensure inclusion and of the need to utilise techniques which were effective and appropriate.  The research project and subsequent interviews served to raise awareness about the quality and quantity of verbal interaction, and reinforced the necessity of using staff effectively in order to ensure that particular children are not overlooked or marginalised.  Practitioners displayed interest in the data collected during the study and the three cylch leaders agreed that the research project had raised their awareness concerning verbal interaction within their settings.  However, practitioners did not express definite intentions to implement changes or improvements to practice following the project, and although the majority did profess an interest in the study they did not indicate that verbal interaction techniques would be adapted in any way.



5		Conclusions and recommendations
5.1.		Research question
The research question enquired whether verbal interaction between practitioners and children at pre-school settings was inclusive or random.  A pilot study was performed in order to trial data collecting methods.  Subsequent analysis of data collected in three sample settings indicated that although practitioners displayed awareness of the importance of establishing and maintaining positive relationships with children, verbal interaction appeared random and arbitrary.  This pattern of interaction was common to each of the settings sampled.  The majority of verbal interactions recorded were directive or questioning in nature and provided few opportunities for children to respond other than in a monosyllabic manner (Tables 8 and 11).  Practitioners appeared to focus on managing and organising activities and routines rather than developing children’s oracy skills.  For example, priority was given to the outcomes of creative activities instead of the processes involved.  However, practitioners commonly demonstrated awareness of literacy development; vocabulary and syntax identified during observations and audio-recordings were appropriate to the children’s ages and developmental abilities.  Practitioner-child relationships appeared warm and supportive, as substantiated by the fact that intonation identified during interactions were mainly warm and positive.  Practitioners demonstrated interest in the results of the study and discussed a variety of methods suitable for identifying and improving practice as demonstrated 

5.2		Correlation of findings to literature review
The findings of the study were reinforced by the outcome of other research projects in the same field.  Although questioning was one of the highest percentage of interactive categories identified in the sample settings, practitioners consistently employed closed or known-answer questioning which failed to elicit sustained responses or dialogue.  Durden and Dangel’s (2008) study of teachers’ conversations with young children also identified that children’s responses were routinely disregarded.  This theme was also explored by Siraj-Blatchford and Manni (2008) who identified the use of closed questions as a contributory factor to cognitive underachievement by certain children.  Rogers (2004) and Chappell et al (2008) also highlighted these issues in their research.  Corroboration through comparison with other researchers increased the reliability and validity of the study.

5.3		Recommendations
A number of techniques appropriate for developing practitioner awareness of the importance of effective verbal interaction and of identifying good practice were discussed in section 4.3.3.  These methods met with some resistance from a number of practitioners but motivated others to consider processes which could facilitate expanded responses from children.  Practitioners were also anxious to increase interaction with those children who were identified as receiving infrequent verbal interactions.

5.3.1		Training
In order to improve practice and to raise awareness of verbal interaction methods appropriate to support young children’s oracy skills, practitioners could benefit from additional training and guidance.  As the research project concluded a number of cylch leaders in Ceredigion had been attending a ten week Elklan (2009a) course which was described as a speech and language course which aspired to have:
... a significant impact on raising the quality of provision not only for young children with speech and language difficulties but for all children attending preschool settings.
						           ( Elklan, 2009b:1)
As mentioned above, all children would benefit from improved provision, and an important aspect of the Elklan (2009a) course is an emphasis on ensuring that children receive sufficient time to formulate responses and to contribute to dialogue.  The course also emphasises the advantages of practitoners listening intently to children’s discourse and dialogue.  The benefits of this course have yet to be proven within pre-school provision in Ceredigion, but an evaluation report of the consequences of Elklan (2009b) training in Herefordshire confirmed that feedback from practitioners was positive.  
	Foundation Phase (DfCELLS 2008) training was previously provided to all leaders of cylchoedd meithrin in Ceredigion which received funding for three-year-old children (DfTE 2005b), but it would appear that oracy skills were not specifically targeted.  	Another factor to be considered when regarding training needs was that opportunities to attend courses were not available to all practitioners.  The cylch leaders attended training courses regularly, but other staff members were often excluded, usually on the basis of cost or in order to ensure that sufficient staff were available to maintain the adult to child ratios within the settings.

5.3.2		Exchange visits to other settings
Practitioners seldom benefited from opportunities to visit similar settings in order to compare and evaluate diverse provision.  A programme of regular visits to other cylchoedd meithrin in addition to different modes of pre-school provision, such as nurseries, nursery units within primary schools or integrated childcare centres would provide opportunities to observe practice and to share ideas and information concerning effective pre-school provision.  A series of exchange visits should include support staff as well as cylch leaders.

5.3.3		Status and motivation
During interviews it became apparent that a number of practitioners lacked the motivation to undertake changes which could improve provision.  This appeared to be connected to their perception of their roles within the cylchoedd.  With one exception, all the practitioners included in the study were employed on a part-time basis, and half were also employed elsewhere.  These factors combined to create an impression of a workforce lacking in confidence, and not fully committed to the demands of caring for young children.  Raising the status of working in cylchoedd meithrin could be achieved by increasing salaries and the working hours of practitioners, which would in turn foster a sense of professionalism.  However, although cylchoedd meithrin receive funding from the Local Education Authority for children from three years of age (DfTE 2005b) the settings are largely funded through voluntary contributions and fund-raising activities organised by the governing committees.  Until sufficient funding becomes available it is unlikely that the majority of practitioners would consider themselves to be professional childcare workers.  

5.3.4		Non-verbal interaction
Non-verbal interaction was alluded to in the literature review section, specifically the observations of Nyland et al (2008) and could provide supplementary methods to interact effectively with young children.  Opportunities for children to respond verbally to questions and dialogue in sample settings were insufficient, non-verbal cues, prompts and gestures could offer insights into children’s opinions and feelings.  Careful and knowledgeable observation of children’s non-verbal gestures by practitioners would form a basis for further dialogue and an understanding of children’s emotions and interactive skills.  If, as Eleri noted during interview, children failed to interact verbally because they did not understand Welsh, then non-verbal gestures could help overcome these difficulties.  However, the problem of motivating and training practitioners would remain.

5.4		Conclusion
Verbal interaction in the three sample settings studied for this research project was found to be random and unplanned.  Effective and inclusive verbal interaction between practitioners and pre-school children would be supported by appropriate training for all pre-school workers; raising the status of practitioners would increase motivation and encourage professionalism.  However, sufficient funding would be necessary to enable practitioners to continue their professional development.
	Further research in this area would also be informative.  Some practitioners responded positively to the findings of the study, but did they discover the motivation to bring about changes to their verbal interactions in the settings subsequent to the project?  It would also be interesting to observe whether the Elklan (2009a) course had affected the provision of oracy and communication skills.  Lastly a study into children’s non-verbal gestures could provide information which would assist practitioners to interact more effectively with children who tended to be overlooked.
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Appendices
Appendix 1
Codes and definitions of categories for field notes
	Categories
	@	Talk
	!	Directive
		↔	Conversation
	>	Encouragement
	<	Praise
		?	Questioning
		#	Explanation

	Definitions of categories
	Talk			Dialogue consisting of 2 interactions from each participant 
Directive	Instructions and directions which do not require a verbal response 
Conversation	Dialogue consisting of 3 or more interactions, where each interaction is a consequence of the previous interaction and not based on questioning or direct praise from the practitioner
Praise	Direct praise from practitioner to child 
Encouragement	Verbal support and/or encouragement directed toward a specific activity or behaviour 
Questioning	Open or closed questioning from practitioner to child
Explanation	Practitioner response to a child’s question or enquiry, or an explanation linked to activities or routines 

Intonation   	Warm/positive tone is denoted by *; an authoritative/negative tone denoted by ^; when tone is neutral there is no symbol.

Appendix 2
Pledrog
Talgarreg
Llandysul
SA44 4HB
01545590482
At:	Mr Hywel Jones
	Prif Weithredwr
	Mudiad Ysgolion Meithrin

12ed Mai 2009 


Annwyl Hywel,

Rwyf ar hyn o bryd yn dilyn cwrs MA Blynyddoedd Cynnar yng Ngholeg y Drindod, o dan ofal Siân Wyn Siencyn.  O’r diwedd mae rhan un o’r cwrs wedi ei orffen ac rwyf nawr yn gweithio ar fy nhraethawd hir.  Testun fy ymchwil yw asesu a gwerthuso sgiliau cyfathrebu staff lleoliadau blynyddoedd cynnar.  Gobeithiaf adnabod ymarfer da ac adnabod  ffyrdd i gefnogi staff i gyfathrebu’n fwy effeithiol gyda’r plant lle bod angen.

Mi fydden yn hoffi arsylwi yn rhai o gylchoedd MYM yng Ngheredigion er mwyn casglu tystiolaeth ar gyfer fy ngradd, ac rwyf am ofyn am eich caniatad i gysylltu â staff a phwyllgorau rhyw 3 cylch er mwyn gwneud hyn.  Meddyliais pe bawn yn ymweld a chylchoedd lle rwyf wedi arsylwi yn rhinwedd fy swydd fel aseswr CGC ni fydden yn amharu ar weithgaredd y cylchoedd gan fod y plant a’r staff yn gyfarwydd a’m gweld.

Wrth sgwrs fydd canlyniadau’r ymchwil ar gael i chi pan fyddai wedi gorffen fy ngwaith, ac rwy’n mawr obeithio fydd modd i mi ystyried sut i gefnogi sgiliau cyfathrebu lle fod angen fel rhan o’r cwrs.  Mi fyddai’n ymweld o hyn i ddiwedd tymor yr haf os yw hynny’n dderbyniol.

Gobeithiaf nad oes unrhyw wrthwynebiad gennych, a teimlaf fod y maes yma’n un bwysig dros ben yn enwedig yn sgil datblygiad y Cyfnod Sylfaen.  Os oes unrhyw gwestiynau gennych, neu am fwy o wybodaeth plis cysylltwch a mi.  Diolch yn fawr am eich sylw.

Yn ddiffuant iawn,






Gwyneth Davies

Appendix 2
Pledrog
Talgarreg
Llandysul
SA44 4HB
01545590482
To: Ms Siân Davies
Chief Executive Officer
Wales Pre-school Playgroups Association
Unit 1
The Lofts
9 Hunter Street
Cardiff Bay
Cardiff CI10 5GX
12ed September 2008 


Dear Ms Davies,

I am at currently following the MA course in Early Years at Trinity College, Carmarthen, under the direction of Siân Wyn Siencyn, the Head of Early Years.  I have finished the first part of the course and am now embarking on my dissertation for part 2.  The subject of my research is concerned with observing and evaluating the communication skills of early years practitioners within pre-school settings.  I hope to be able to identify good practice and to find ways to support effective communication where appropriate.

I would like to ask your permission to observe at one of your playgroups in Ceredigion in order to collect data and evidence for my degree.  If you are agreeable to this I will contact the group leaders and committees.  I hope to visit groups that are already familiar to me through my work as an NVQ assessor in order to ensure that I do not disrupt the activities of staff and children at the groups.

The results of the study will of course be available to you at the end of the project.  I hope this work will allow me to consider how to support communication skills where needed.  I will contact the groups if I receive an affirmative answer from you.

I hope you will have no objection to this research, and I feel that this is an important area for study especially in light of the development of the Foundation Phase.  If you have any questions or would like more information please do not hesitate to contact me.
Thank you for your attention.

Yours faithfully,



Gwyneth Davies 
Appendix 3
Declaration

On the 12th September I sent a letter to Siân Davies, Chief Executive Officer of the Wales Pre-school Playgroups Association (Appendix 2) asking for permission to observe at WPPA settings in Ceredigion to collect data for my MA in Early Years.
On the 25th September 2009 I received a phone call from Ms Davies’ office agreeing to my request.  I requested written confirmation, and a letter was promised.  However, the letter did not appear and I was loath to disturb Ms Davies again.  When I contacted the Pilot Setting leader I informed her of this, and she was satisfied that permission had been granted.





Appendix 4
Pledrog
Talgarreg
Llandysul
SA44 4HB
01545590482

4 October 2008 

Dear,

As an NVQ assessor for Coleg Ceredigion I have been visiting ###### for a number of years and I have always been impressed by the commitment and enthusiasm of the staff.  At the moment I am working towards gaining my MA in Early Years, through Trinity College, Carmarthen.  I have completed Part 1 and am now commencing my dissertation for Part 2.  My research project is based on communication within early years provision.

In order to collect data for this research I will be visiting a variety of pre-school settings in Ceredigion in order to observe the frequency and type of communication which occurs.  As a regular visitor to your setting I ask for permission to spend one morning observing within the playgroup.  Because staff and children are used to my presence I would hope not to disrupt or disturb your activities in any way.

I would like to stress that this research is in no way connected to my work as an NVQ assessor for Coleg Ceredigion.  I assure you of complete confidentiality, and all data collected will be used only for my MA project.  No names will appear in the dissertation.  All the results of my research will be made available to you on completion of the project.  I hope that this research will provide an insight into effective communication between adults and children within early years settings.

Thank you for your attention,

Yours sincerely,





Gwyneth Davies 





Appendix 4
Pledrog
Talgarreg
Llandysul
SA44 4HB
01545590482
12ed Chwefror 2009


Annwyl 

Fel y gwyddoch, rwyf wedi bod yn ymweld â Chylch Meithrin ###### ers peth amser fel rhan o’m swyddogaeth fel aseswr CGC .  Yr wyf ar hyn o bryd yn dilyn cwrs MA, Blynyddoedd Cynnar, yng Ngholeg y Drindod, Caerfyrddin.  Erbyn hyn rwyf wedi gorffen rhan 1 ac wedi dechrau casglu tystiolaeth ar gyfer y traethawd hir, rhan 2 o’r cwrs.  Rwy’n astudio cyfathrebu o fewn lleoliadau blynyddoedd cynnar.

Er mwyn casglu tystiolaeth ar gyfer yr ymchwil mae angen i mi ymweld â lleoliadau yng Ngheredigion er mwyn arsylwi ar y math o gyfathrebu sy’n digwydd.  Gan mod i’n ymwelydd cyson â’ch Cylch hoffem ofyn am ganiatad i arsylwi yn y Cylch am 1 bore.  Gan fod y staff a’r plant yn gyfarwydd a mi rwy’n gobeithio na fyddai’n amharu ar eich gweithgareddau mewn unrhyw modd.

Hoffem bwysleisio nad yw’r ymchwil yma’n gysylltiedig mewn unrhyw ffordd â’m gwaith fel aseswr CGC.  Mi fydd pob gwybodaeth yn gwbwl gyfrinachol a fydd y dystiolaeth ond yn cael ei defnyddio ar gyfer y cwrs MA.  Ni fydd enwau na lleoliadau iawn yn cael eu defnyddio yn y traethawd.  Mi fydd croeso i chi gael gweld y gwaith gorffenedig.  Gobeithiaf fydd yr ymchwil yn ddefnyddiol, ac yn cynnig fwy o wybodaeth am cyfathrebu effeithiol rhwng oedolion a phlant mewn lleoliadau blynyddoedd cynnar.

Diolch am eich sylw,

Yn ddiffuant,





Gwyneth Davies


Appendix 5

Questions for pilot study interview

1.	Which children do you think were interacted with most frequently?
2.	What are the reasons for your choice?
3.	Is there agreement about these predictions?
4.	Which children do you think were interacted with least frequently?
5.	What are the reasons for your choice?
6.	Is there agreement about these predictions?
7.	Give practitioners the results of my data and record their reaction.
8.	Discuss functions of interaction used most frequently
9.	Feedback from practitioners on the data analysis.
10.	Discuss any changes/training/issues arising from research project.


Appendix 6	Field notes for Pilot Setting - 25/11/08
Key
@	Talk
!	Directive
↔	Conversation
>	Encouragement
<	Praise
?	Questioning
#	Explanation

Children	Adults				
	Jane	Stella	Wendy	Patsy	Betty
Nell	↔* ! !^ > !* > # ? #		!^ !^ !^  !* !*	!^ !* !*	@* !*
Karen	? @ !		?^ 		
Tom	> <* !* ? ?		&* ! ! !	!* > > !* >	@*
Sean	! ! ?* ! # !* !	↔	! !		@* <
Philip	!^ !^ !^ !^ ↔* # >	!* !^ <*	!^ !^ !^ !* ! ↔*	!^ !^ ↔* !* !^ !*	!* ↔* !^ !* @* !^ !* !* #
David	! # ! ! !	!^	! !* ! ! ! @ !^ !* !*	!* >* ? ↔ * !* !* #	@*
Ted	?* !^ ↔ ?* @ #		!^ !^ ↔* !^ ?* !*		
Joe	?* @* @* !* ?* ?* > > #		!^ !* 	!* ↔* >* ?* > !* !*	
Rachael	↔ # @		@ ?* !^ !^ !*		↔* 
Liz	!^ !^ #	!^	!* <!* !* !^ !^ #	!*	!^ !^ #
Jane	#		# ?*	@* >	@ ?
Jerry	 !^ @ # !^ ? # > ? !	!* !^	? ? !^ > !^ > #	↔ # !^ !^	!* !* !* # !*
Osian	> #		↔ !^ !^ @* #	↔	↔* @* >*
Jenny	@ # !* !^ !* !* #	#	!* !^ !^ ?^ !^ / #	!* !*	↔ > < !* !* !*
John	?* !^ # # !* @* # #* > 		#* !^ !^ !^ @* @* # !* >	!* !^ # >	!* !* !* ?* >* >* #
Jill	?* ?*  ↔*	?*	?^ ?* ?*		↔* ↔* ?*
Appendix 7	Field notes for sample settings

	Field notes for Setting 1 - 25/06/09
Key
@	Talk
!	Directive
↔	Conversation
>	Encouragement
<	Praise
?	Questioning
#	Explanation

Children	Adults			
	Mary	Gwen	Llinos	Sonia
Zara	↔* @ ? ! ! ↔ !^	↔* @ ! ! > !		! ! >
William		@ ? ! !	? > @	< ?* >* ? @ !
Callum	!*	? >* >^ <*	<* 	<*
Rebecca		? >* ? <*	?*	↔* @* !^
Kimberly	<* # <* <* >	?^ ↔ 	? !* ?* >* !* ? !*	# !* ↔
Jac	?* !* !^ <* <* <* ↔* ↔*	↔ ? > < ! ?* > ↔* ?* <* >*	? !*	! ! ↔*
Sally		> ! <* ↔* ?	! <*	< ? <* ↔* >
Mira	<* ? ?* !	?* ! ? @* < ! ! ?	<* <* ?* <*	? < ↔* # 
Kay	<* ↔*	! <* !*	!* !* ? ↔*	!



	Field notes for Setting 2 - 24/09/09
Key
@	Talk
!	Directive
↔	Conversation
>	Encouragement
<	Praise
?	Questioning
#	Explanation

Children	Adults		
	Eleri	Ann	Debbie
Dafydd	>* @ ! ↔* ?* > !* !^ ↔ !* <*	!^ ↔* ! >* <* ? !	!^ @ > <
Tom	! ?* ! ? ! !^ ? !* > #* >* ! ? ! > !^ > ! <* !^ !^	! ?* ?* ! !8 ! ? <*	!^ < <* ! ? >
Ellie	>* ?* ? ! !* <* !^ !^ ! ! ↔* !^ ! !* ?* ? <* !^ !^	!^ !^ @* @* ? ? ↔* ! @* <* !^ !	!^ !^ !^ ↔^
Nia	? ? !* @* ! !* !* ? ? >* >* <* ?	!* ? ? ? !^ ? !^ !	!^ ! ? ?
Liam	!^ ?* !^ ! > >* ? >* !^	!^ > ↔ !^ !	!^ ?



	Field notes for Setting 3 – 01/10/09
Key
@	Talk
!	Directive
↔	Conversation
>	Encouragement
<	Praise
?	Questioning
#	Explanation

Children	Adults			
	Lynwen	Helen	Susan	Catrin
Mair	@* ! ! ?* >* ↔* ?* ?* !^ @*	! !* @ ?* ? < >*	>* <* ?* ?* !*	# ! 
Phoebe	!* !* ? >* <* ! @ !^	↔* !* !* >* ? @ ?*	>* >* !* !* ?* @	
Ceris	?* !* ! > >* <* <*	!* !* ? ? # > >	!* ?* # >* >* <* ?*	!* ? #
Mared	@* ?* ?* ! >* <* ↔ @*	!* ? >* > @* !^	! ?* ?* <* #* >* >* <*	?
Ben	!^ !^ ↔ # ? ?* > > ! !^ ? @ !^ ! @ # 	! ?* ? @ !* ! < >	> > ! ? @ <* ! #	? ! 
Karen	?* @* ↔* !^ ! ?^ < <* > ?	! ? ? # > > @	?* ?* >* > <* !*	!
Carl	! ?* >* <* ? !	? ! @ >*	>* >* <* !* @	# ! ! ? ? >* >* <* ! ! !* ?
Edward	?* !^	!^ <	?* ! <*	
Peter	!^ # ↔ @ !^ > > !^ ? ? > < ! !	@ # ? ? ? ! ! ! >> !	!* !* >* >* ? <* <*	? ! !
Gareth	?* ?* ?* > # @ ! !^ <* <	@ ! ! ! ? > > !	!* !* ?* <* !* #	



Appendix 8	Named children:  field notes
Key
@	Talk
!	Directive
↔	Conversation
>	Encouragement
<	Praise
?	Questioning
#	Explanation


Setting 1	Total verbal interactions:  127

@	7	6%
!	34	27%
↔	16	13%
>	14	11%
<	25	20%
?	28	22%
#	3	2%


Setting 2	Total verbal interactions:  133

@	6	5%
!	62	47%
↔	7	5%
>	16	12%
<	11	8%
?	30	22%
#	1	1%


Setting 3	Total verbal interactions:  189

@	14	7%
!	65	34%

↔	3	2%
>	24	13%
<	20	11%
?	51	27%
#	12	6%

Percentage of verbal interactions per named child: field notes of observations
Setting 1
Zara	William	Callum	Rebecca	Kimberly	Jac	Sally	Mira	Kay
13%	10%	6%	6%	13%	19%	9%	16%	8%
Setting 2
Dafydd	Tom	Ellie	Nia	Liam
17%	26%	26%	19%	12%
Setting 3
Mair	Phoebe	Ceris	Mared	Ben	Karen	Carl	Edward	Peter	Gareth
7%	11%	13%	12%	18%	6%	10%	4%	6%	13%
Appendix 9	Data analysis:  transcriptions
Key
@	Talk
!	Directive
↔	Conversation
>	Encouragement
<	Praise
?	Questioning
#	Explanation

Setting 1
Zara	William	Callum	Rebecca	Kimberly	Jac	Sally	Mira	Kay
@		@		@		@		@	1	@		@	1	@		@	
!	2	!	1	!	1	!	1	!	1	!	3	!		!		!	1
↔		↔		↔		↔		↔		↔		↔		↔		↔	
>		>		>		>		>		>		>	1	>		>	
<		<	3	<	1	<		<		<	1	<	2	<		<	1
?	2	?	1	?		?		?	3	?	1	?	2	?	3	?	
#		#	2	#		#		#	2	#	2	#	2	#		#	
	3		7		2		1		7		7		8		3		2

Setting 2
Dafydd	Tom	Ellie	Nia	Liam
@		@		@		@		@	
!	1	!	6	!	3	!	9	!	1
↔		↔		↔		↔		↔	
>		>		>	1	>	1	>	
<		<		<	1	<		<	
?	2	?	2	?	4	?	1	?	2
#	2	#	2	#	1	#	2	#	1
	5		10		10		13		4








Setting 3
Mair	Phoebe	Ceris	Mared	Ben	Karen	Carl	Edward	Peter	Gareth
@		@		@	3	@		@		@		@		@		@		@	1
!	4	!	2	!		!	1	!	2	!	1	!		!		!	1	!	
↔		↔		↔		↔		↔		↔		↔		↔		↔		↔	
>		>		>		>		>	1	>		>		>		>		>	
<		<		<	1	<	1	<	1	<		<		<		<	1	<	2
?		?	3	?	1	?		?	2	?		?	4	?	1	?		?	3
#		#	1	#	1	#		#	2	#	1	#		#		#		#	1
	4		6		6		2		8		2		4		1		2		7



Named children:  transcriptions
Key
@	Talk
!	Directive
↔	Conversation
>	Encouragement
<	Praise
?	Questioning
#	Explanation


Setting 1	Total verbal interactions:  101

@	9	9%
!	24	24%
↔	1	1%
>	4	4%
<	13	13%
?	30	30%
#	20	19%


Setting 2	Total verbal interactions:  143

@	20	14%
!	48	34%
↔	1	1%
>	5	3%
<	9	6%
?	50	35%
#	10	7%




Setting 3	Total verbal interactions:  96


@	16	17%
!	27	28%
↔	1	1%
>	2	2%
<	11	11%
?	30	32%
#	9	9%

Percentage of verbal interactions per named child: transcriptions
Setting 1
Zara	William	Callum	Rebecca	Kimberly	Jac	Sally	Mira	Kay
8%	17%	5%	3%	17%	17%	20%	8%	5%
Setting 2
Dafydd	Tom	Ellie	Nia	Liam
12%	24%	24%	31%	9%
Setting 3
Mair	Phoebe	Ceris	Mared	Ben	Karen	Carl	Edward	Peter	Gareth
10%	14%	14%	5%	19%	5%	9%	2%	5%	17%






Appendix 10
Transcription of tape recorded observation at Setting 1, 25th June 2009

Present
Adults		Gwen		cylch assistant
		Mary		cylch leader
		Llinos		cylch assistant
		Sonia		helping hands

Children	Zara	
		Kimberly
		Sally    
		Jac
William
Kay      
Callum 
Mira     
Rebecca  

Code: 		/// = pause	>>> unclear dialogue	### interruption 
		Researcher’s comments in italics

Activity: planting carrot seeds outdoors with individual children.  Gwen leading the activity, Mary observing and taking digital photographs.

Gwen		Ma Miss Gwen yn mynd i ol hade.
Mary	Ti moyn i fi mynd a hwnna Kimberly?  Ti wedi gorffen a hwnna? Na wyt?
Gwen	Gweld y hade mwin fynna?  Chi’n gweld?  Hade moron yw rheina.  Ma moron yn mynd i dyfu mas o rheina.  Chi’n gweld?  Chi’n gweld, hade moron ife?  Co Kimberly, ti’n gallu gweld nhw?  Drych, hade bach, bach, bach. Reit, rown ni hwnna fan na lle bod y gwynt yn mynd a nhw.  Mae rhai gyda Miss Gwen yn llaw fi. Co.
Mary		Ooo!
Gwen	Co, wy’n mynd i roi rhain miwn yn y cwpan fynna, fydd mwy na un moron yn dod fynna.
Zara		I’ll hold the cup.
Sally		I’ll hold the cup.
Gwen	Co ma enw chi arno fe.  Rhaid i chi ffeindio un a’ch enw chi. Ma Miss Gwen wedi rhoi rhagor o bridd
Mary		O!
Zara		Where’s mine?
Gwen		Na ny.
Sally		Oh, I’ve found mine.
Mary		Da iawn Sally.
Gwen		Da iawn ti.  Ti wedi ffeindio un ti?  Pwy arall sydd a un de?
Mary		“Kimberly” yw hwnna.  Ti’n mynd i ffeindio un gyda “Jac” arno fe?
Gwen		Ma un gyda enw ti arno fe William.
Mary		“William”,  ti’n gweld, “William”.
Kimberly	Un fi yw hwnna.
Gwen		Pwy un yw un ti?
Kimberly	Hwn.
Gwen		Ife?  Dere cal gweld.  Ti’n iawn.
Mary		Reit, wyt ti’n rhoi pridd miwn nawr te?
Jac		Ble ma un fi?
Gwen	Iawn, ffeindia un a ‘Jac’ de.  Enw ti fynna.  Da iawn ti, mewn yn y cwpan, da iawn, aros funud de.  Un ar y tro, un ar y tro, da iawn.
Zara		My turn now.
Gwen		Lawr fynna wedyn.
Kimberly	Rhagor?
Gwen		Ie, bach to.
Mary		Da iawn.
Gwen		Ti wedi gorffen e?  Ma hwnna’n wych.
Kimberly	Reit.
Mary		Da iawn.
Gwen		Aros funud nawr, aros, aros, co ni’n rhoi hade mwin nawr.
Mary		O!
Gwen	Miss Gwen yn tynnu hade mas i ti.  Reit chwilia hade fynna.  Allu di rhoi bach rhagor o bridd arno, na ti.
Children	 >>>
Jac		Na digon nawr.
Gwen	Na ni, ma Kimberly wedi neud.  Ma’n rhaid i ni aros nawr iddyn nhw tyfu.  Oce, so rodwn ni hwnna nol miwn fan hyn.
Mary	Reit, pwy sy nesa?  William?  Wow, wow, wow, un ar y tro.  Kimberly wyt ti ise mynd i olchi dy ddwylo?  Dere de.
Gwen		Rho ti pridd miwn fynna de.  Na ti, miwn fynna te.
Kay		You’re not my nanny!
Gwen		Pwy wedodd nanny.  “Na ni” wedes i. [Laughtrer].
Zara		Nanny!
Gwen		Wy’n siwr gallu di.  Iawn Sally.
Sally		O yeh.
Gwen		Dal hwnna de William.  Ma fe ar trowser ti nawr.
William	I’m not >>>
Gwen		###	Miss Gwen yn rhoi nhw miwn, reit.  Rhagor o bridd.
William	There’s a hole there.
Gwen	O ie, twll yn y gwaelod fel bo’r dŵr yn gallu dod mas o nhw.  Da iawn William.
Mary	Jac s’dim ise achos bi ti’n rhoi mwt arno rhw nawr.  You’ll put mud on them.  Cer di olchi dy ddwylo wedyn.
Gwen		Reit Sally, ti’n rhoi pridd yn cwpan ti?  A to de, rhagor.
Gwen		Rhagor de.
Sally		I’ve put pridd
Kimberly	Fi’n gallu rhoi pridd lan >>>
Gwen		Fyddwn ni’n rhoi e fynna Jac.
Zara		Miss Gwen?
Gwen		Ie cariad?  
Zara		My hand is still hurting.
Gwen		Ma fe stil yn pincho odi fe?
Mary		Odi fi’n mynd i ffindo plastar i ti?
Gwen		Ma bach gormod gyda ni nawr.  Dal hwnna de.   
Mary		 Fi di neud Sally, alli di neud fe, ond s’dim lot o le ar ol ar y camera.
Gwen		Fi wedi deleto’r cwbwl.
Mary		Pryd?
Gwen		Nithwr.  Popeth.
Mary		Popeth.  Oce, da iawn, crac on.
Kimberly	Os dim lle ar ôl.
Sally		I’ll put them in, I’ll put them in!
Gwen	Da iawn Sally.  Na ni, ma Sally wedi neud.  Na ni.  Odi Sally’n mynd i ochi dwylo de?
Kay		Fi’n neud un fi?
Gwen	Jac nesa.  Jac rho pridd miwn de.  Pridd yn cwpan da ti?  Rho bach, bach mwy ar yr hade, na ni.  O da iawn Jac.  O na well nawr, na ti.  Na, na , na Jac, paid rhoi rhagor.  Drych ma rhaid i ti rhoi moron miwn.  Dal hwnna te, Jac’n dala fe.  Dere ma, dere ma i ni gal rhoi moron miwn.  Fel na, co rhagor nawr.  Pridd ar ei ben e, na ni, rhoid e ar y tray nawr.  Na ni.  Alli di Jac mynd i golchi dwylo nawr.
Zara		Can I have a try?
Gwen		Ie, c’mon de Zara.
Zara		Can I have this as well?
Gwen		Ie ma pawb yn cal tro.  Zara’n rhoi pridd yn cwpan ti de?
Zara		That’s mine isn’t it?  That’s mine.
Kay		I don’t play with pridd.
Gwen	O reit, s’dim gwahaniaeth.  Na fe, dros ben.  Miss Gwen yn dala fe i ti.  Na ni, aros, dim rhagor.  Ni’n rhoi’r hade miwn nawr.  Na s’dim ise rhagor, dala cwpan ti.
Zara		I’m making a mess!
Gwen	Na, s’dim ise rhagor Zara, gwrando.  Dala cwpan ti. O na, dim felna.  Reit, nawr gallu di rhoi rhagor yndo fe.  Co ma ise rhagor ar ben e.  Rho rhagor ar ei ben e.  Na ni, da iawn   Na ni, un Zara wedi neud.  Na ni, ti’n mynd i golchi dwylo?
Callum		Now mine?
Gwen	Callum yn neud e te. >>>.  Miwn fan hyn Callum, miwn fan hyn.  Na ti, na ti, c’mon de.  Dim rhagor am funud.  Wow, dala cwpan ti.  D’sim ise fe fan hyn, watsha, watsha llaw ti achos, na ti, reit.  Ti’n mynd  i fynd i drws y bac fynna i golchi dwylo.  Ow, crash bang!  Wpsi.  O da iawn Callum, na ti, iawn nawr.  Callum wedi gorffen.
Mira		Hei.
Gwen	Mira’n rhoi pridd yn y cwpan?  Gwd girl.  Da iawn Mira [laughter[, o da iawn.  Ni’n mynd i gwasgu fe lawr nawr, ife?
[Background voices]
Sally		Please Llinos, can you get another tractor?
Llinos		O, dim ond un mas heddiw.
Gwen		Miwn yn cwpan ti.
Llinos		Sally! Sally ma beic draw fynna, ti ise beic?  Ti ise beic?
Sally		Dim diolch.
Gwen	Ti’n rhoi rhagor ar ei ben e?  Na ni, da iawn ti, na ti.  Mira wedi neud.  Kay?  Da iawn.  Ti wedi golchi dwylo?  Mira?  Da iawn Kay, a to, rhoi bach to miwn.  O da iawn, aros funud te, na ni de, dala cwpan.
Zara		[Chanting]:  Washed my hands!
Gwen	Golchi dwylo.  Ti’n rhoi rhagor ar ei ben e?  O gwych, bach to.  Bach to cariad?  Odi hwnna’n iawn, ma hwnna’n iawn yn dyw e?  Na ni, da iawn.  Ti’n mynd i golchi dwylo?  Ti’n neud e?  Ti’n gallu rhoi pridd yn y cwpan?  Ie, da iawn, bach to miwn, bach to.
[A child crying in the background].
Mary		O Kimberly!
Gwen		Beth sy’n bod?
Mary		Beth wyt ti wedi neud, www!
Gwen		Dala cwpan ti.  Dala cwpan.  Ti’n rhoi rhagor miwn.
Mary		Na silly sausage!
Gwen	Na ni.  Ti’n rhoi rhagor ar ei ben e?  Da iawn.  Gwd, da iawn.  Gwd girl, da iawn.  Na ni, ma pawb wedi neud un.  O, da iawn chi.  O dere ma Rebecca. Ma rhai sbar nawr os na fyddan nhw’n tyfu so fydd rhai sbar da ni rhag ofan.  Ti’n mynd i gochli dwylo?  Chware gofalus Kay, oce.
[Gwen places the carrot pots into the small greenhouse; Jac comes to help].
Jac		Ma myscles da fi.
Gwen		Muscles mawr.  Gofalus Kay oce.  Ti’n iawn Jac?


Transcription of tape recorded observation at Setting 2, 24th September 2009

Present
Adults		Eleri	 	cylch leader
		Ann	 	cylch assisstnat
		Debbie 	cylch assisstant

Children	Ellie 											Tom 
		Nia
		Dafydd
		Finlay


Code:  	/// = pause	>>> unclear dialogue	### interruption 
		Researcher’s comments in italics.

Painting activity led by Eleri, all children taking part.

Eleri	Dere Tom, ni’n whare fan hyn nawr, ni’n mynd i neud coeden.  Co, beth yw hywn?  Beth yw hwn?
Ellie		Ciden. 
Eleri		Coeden, gwd.  Beth sy fynna?
Ann	[Calling]:  Hei Nia!  Cei di hwnna wedyn, ce.  Wedyn, cyn mynd gatre.  Reit te Nia, pwy lliw yw hwn?  ///  Br...
Ellie		Brown.
Ann		Brown, ie.  Co be sy da fi fan hyn.
Tom		Whas at?
Ann		Beth yw e?
Tom		That’s a ....
Nia		###  Brown.
Tom		What’s that then?
Dafydd		Draenog.
Ann		Draenog, ie.  Pa liw yw draenog?
Dafydd		Du.
Ann		[Registering surprise]:   Du!, Du?
Dafydd		[Laughing]:  Brown ///  gwyrdd.
Ann		Pa liw yw’r llall de?
Dafydd		Du.
Ann		O jiw, ma’r llall yn ddu, so pa liw yw’r draenog:
Tom		Black, du.
Ann	Smo hwnna a hwnna r’un peth. ///  Brown de a m /// melyn.  Melyn Ellie, Ellie, what colour, pa liw?
Tom		They’r lelo ones.
Ann		Ie melyn fyn na.  Beth yw hwnna?  Br, brown, brown.
Tom		Brown.
Eleri	Reit, ni’n mynd i beinto coeden ni, ond dim gyda brws.  Beth ni’n mynd i defnyddio i’r goeden?  Beth ti’n feddwl?
Dafydd		Rhwbeth arall.
Tom		Draenog.
Eleri		Na fe, na fe, draenog, a pha liw yw’r draenog?
Nia		Gwyrdd.
Eleri		Brown.
Liam		Br..
Tom		###:  And that is black.
Eleri		Black ie, du, da iawn.
Liam		Du.
Nia		>>>
Eleri	Gewn ni na wedyn.  Nawr te, so ni’n mynd i beinto.  Co beth chi wedi neud fan hyn.  Ni wedi peinto fan hyn, peinto dwy....
Tom		I did that yesterday.
Eleri		Dwylo, llaw.  Peinto llaw.
Ellie		I did that.
Eleri	Ie, ond heddi ni’n mynd i beinto gyda beth?  Ni’n mynd i beinto gyda [pointing at her feet].  Beth yw rheina?  Beth yw rheina?
Dafydd		Trad.
Eleri	Traed, traed ie.  Ti’n mynd i roi paent ar traed ti?  Tynnu sgidie bant a rhoi paent ar traed ti?
Dafydd		Ie.
Eleri		Pwy sy moyn neud e?
Tom		Fi.
Eleri		Ti moyn neud e, moyn paento traed?
Nia 		Ie.
Eleri		Tynnu sgidie ti bant de, a sane, ie, ie.
Ellie		I want >>>
Eleri	Sori?  Na dim heddi, ni’n mynd i neud traed heddi.  Traed.  Ti’n peinto traed Liam?
Dafydd		A fi.
Liam		An hands.
Eleri		Na dim heddi.  Traed Liam.
Liam		Ie.
Eleri	Dere hwnna i fi.  Diolch.   Ellie rho car nol yn y garej.  Co Liam, beth yw rheina?  Traed.  Ti’n mynd i beinto traed?  Put paint on your feet.  Ie?  Peinto traed.
Liam		>>>
Dafydd		Hei, ti’n gwbod..
Eleri		Ellie?
Dafydd		Hei Miss, ti’n gwbod ma côs fi’n plygu.
Eleri		O.
Dafydd		A ti’n gwbod coese Mamgu ///
Eleri	Reit, pa liw ni’n mynd i neud coeden ni?  Brown, a bach o ddu a bach o wyn.
Dafydd		>>>
Ellie		Brown.
Eleri	A fydd ise brige arno ni yn fydd e.  [Shows a picture of a tree in a boo]).  Co fe’n dod mas, chi’n gweld?
Tom		Ie.
Eleri		Reit de, pwy sy moyn tynnu sgidie bant?
Nia		Fi.
Ann		Dere draw te.
Eleri		Ti’n tynnu sgidie bant Nia?
Nia		Ie.
Eleri	C’mon de.  Tynnu nhw bant.  Fel hyn, reit.  Tynnu nhw bant Dafydd.  Na ni.  Tynnu sgidie bant Nia.
Dafydd		Odi Ellie yn neud e?
Eleri		Beth?
Dafydd		Odi Ellie yn neud e?
Eleri		Ma pawb yn neud e.  Sgidie bant, wps, o, o.
Ann		Aros fynna funud fach., aros bach.
Eleri	A sane.  Tynnu nhw bant.  Nawr te, rhowch eich sane miwn yn yr esgid, wedyn fyddwn ni’n gwbod pwy sy a nhw.  O, co!  Pwy sy’n peinto gwinedd ti?  [Nia has nail varnish on her toes].  Pwy sy’n peinto winedd ti?
Nia		Mummy.
Ann		Tynnu sane off de, tynnu sane off.
Dafydd		Rhai du.
Eleri		Rhai du?
Dafydd		Ie.
Eleri		Wel.
Ann		Tynnu sane off, socks off.  Beth yw rhain?
Ellie		Brown.
Eleri		Ti’n mynd i neud e?  Ti ffaelu neud e?
Ann		Tria to.
Tom		Nia’s >>>
Ann	Na Nia.  Nia.  Na ti, na ti.  Cer draw fynna nawr.  Dafydd [uses sing-song voice to call Dafydd].  Ble wyt ti?  [Laughs].  Edrych ar ei wyneb e.
Tom 		Mummy’s doing my >>>
Eleri	Reit ble ma’r goeden da ni?  Dewch i ni gal gweld.  Dewch i ni gal dangos coeden ni.  O, odi’r goeden yn edrych yn iawn fel na?
Dafydd		Na.
Eleri		Na?  Beth sy’n bod arno fe?
Dafydd		Mae e ///
Eleri		Beth sy’n bod a fe?  Rhown ni e lan felna?
Dafydd		Na.
Eleri		Na?
Dafydd		Dim to.
Eleri		Dim to?  Beth ni moyn neud a fe?
Dafydd		Peinto fe.
Eleri		Peinto fe, da iawn ti..
[Staff talk amongst themselves while setting the paper on the floor and putting out the paint.  The children are watching but not speaking].
Eleri	Nawr te.  Ewn ni draw fan hyn i fi gal gweld yn iawn.  Dafydd bach, smo ti wedi tynnu shoes off.
Ann	Dafydd tynnu nhw off nawr.  Dere nawr, a socks ti fyd..  Ti moyn trowser lan yw wyt ti?
Nia		Yes.
Tom		And me.
Ellie		 And me.
Tom		Is it my turn?
Eleri		Pwy sy gynta?
Tom		I want to do it.
Eleri		Tom’n dod gynta.  Dere mlan de, un, dau..
Whil    [Tom puts his feet in the paint and begins walking up and down the long piece of paper the other children babble unintelligibly.  The paper starts to curl and Tom is put on a chair while this problem is sorted out].
Eleri		Rho dy draed ar y papur.
Tom		Why?
Eleri	Why?  Achos fydd y mess yn mynd ar y llawr.  A smo ni moyn mess ar y llawr odyn ni?  Neu fydd Mr Jones [the caretaker] yn grac gyda ni.  [To the other children]:  Cewch i iste ar y mat, cewch i iste ar y mat.  A na ni, ni’n iawn nawr.  Nawr te, barod, pwy wedes i odd gynta?  Tom?
Tom		Me.
Eleri	Nawr Mr Tom, ti’n mynd i roi dy draed miwn fynna.  O, ww, odi e’n neis?  Odi e’n oer?  Ti’n lico fe?
[Tom nods his head].
Eleri	Un, dau, tri, blwtsh, blwtsh.  Gwd girl, a to.  Dere ma, dere ma, da iawn.  Waw, a draw fan hyn.  Nawr te Tom, troi rownd a dod nôl, nawr te, miwn to, gwd girl, troi rownd, troi rownd.  Ww, slip, slip.  Reit off a ti to, da iawn.  Tro rownd nawr, cer ar y papur na, gwd boi, a to.
Ellie		Me now?
Ann	Dere di iste lawr fan hyn ar y mat achos s’dim shoes ar dy draed di.
Eleri		Na ni.
Tom		Its >>>
Eleri	Its limp?  A to te, mewn fan hyn, da iawn.  Nawr te, cer ar hwnna nawr to, na ti.  Wow, stop, aros!
Tom		O!  [His trouser leg is coming down].
Ann 		Dy drowser di?  Reit, iawn.  [Ann takes Tom from Eleri].
Eleri	Reit, pwy sy nesa?  Pwy sy nesa?  Who’s next?  Ti Nia’n mynd nesa?
Nia		I want the green one.
Eleri	Ti moyn the green one.  Ni ddim yn neud gwyrdd bach.  Ni’n neud brown heddi.  [Lifting Nia into the paint].  Ww, odi hwnna’n neis.
Tom		[Washing his feet].   Its cold.
Ann	  	Its cold?  Smo’r dŵr yn oer.
Eleri	Gwd girl, caria mlan.  C’mon, dere draw fynna, ow, da iawn, draw ar bwys un Tom fynna.  Un, da, tri, yn barod?  Draw fynna, waw, a to, go on de.  Fydd mam yn edrych ar fysedd dy draed ti a fydd hi’n gweud beth yw’r brown na.  Nawr te Nia dere ti gal neud un i ti gal mynd gatre.  Cer nol yn y paent am funud, na ti, barod, dere nol de, na ti, tro rownd a draw fan hyn.  Reit, gwasga dy draed lawr Nia, gwasga dy draed lawr.  [To Ann]: Weles ti na, odd hi’n mynd o roi ei llaw i wasgu e lawr.  [To Nia]:  Barod?
Nia		Have I finished?
Ann	[Finishing washing Tom’s feet]:  Ti moyn mynd i iste ar y mat bach?  Fydd e’n mwy neis i dy drad wedyn.  Tom’n iste ar y mat?
Eleri	Liam wedi dod.  Dechreuwn ni draw fan hyn te bach.  Dere ma, dere draw fan hyn.
Nia		Its cold.
Eleri	Paent brown yw e ynte fe.  Barod?  Go on te, waw, da iawn.  Go on te, troi rownd, troi rownd, cer mlan bach.  Na fe.  Dere fan hyn, na ti, da iawn, a rownd.
Ann	[Finishing washing Nia’s feet].    Dere gal gweld dy drad ti nawr Nia fach.
Eleri	Bach to, bach to, mm, iawn, lyfli.  Odi e’n neis?  Rho fe miwn yn y pot.  Ble ma papur ti nawr. /// Na ni, traed mas, traed mas o fynna.  Ti’n iawn?   Nawr te bach, barod?  Go on te.
Tom		Let me do it again.
Eleri	Ellie a Dafydd nesa.  Sa funud, da funud.  [to Ann]:  Mma hwn yn joio miwn yn y bocs.  [Noticing that Nia is getting close to the paint box]: Nia!
Ann		Nia iste ar y mat.  Tom cer i iste ar y mat.
Eleri		Waw, da iawn, gwd boi.
Ellie		My go.
Eleri	Aros funud Ellie.  (Passes Liam to Ann and lifts Ellie into the paint box).  Na ni, (to Ann) ma gwên wedi dod.
Tom		Me first.
Eleri	Tom iste lawr gwd boi, ti wedi bod.  Chi moyn gwisgo sgidie chi nol?  O reit Ellie.  Nawr te Ellie, traed miwn fynna.  Ww, ow, pa liw sy gyda ni nawr.  Sefyll yn deidi, walk it.  Lan a lawr, lan a lawr, up and down.
Nia		Can me do it now?
Eleri		[To Ellie]:  Go on te, na ti.  [To Nia]:  Nia iste lawr.
Debbie		Nia, ar y mat, ar y mat plis.  Thank you.
Eleri	Ww, na fe, da iawn.  Na ti Ellie.  Stop!  Stopa funud ///, nawr te Nia.
Tom		Let me do it again.
Eleri		[To Ellie]:  Nawr te, cer ar hwn, da iawn ti, ar y papur, na ti, oce.
Ann		Nia rho socks arno, socks, sane, socks.
Eleri		Ellie wps.  Nawr te Ellie, cadw fynd na gwd girl. [Laughter].
Debbie		Nia, sanau.
[Eleri lifts Ellie from the paint so she can wash her feet].
Eleri		Pawb wedi bod?  Pawb wedi bod?
Debbie		### Nia, sanau cyntaf.  Put your socks on first.
Eleri		Ydi pawb wedi bod?
Dafydd	Sai wedi bod.
Eleri		Ti ddim?
Dafydd		Na.
Eleri		O.  Ti moyn neud te?
Dafydd		>>>
Eleri		Ti’n meddwl well i ti godi lan de?  [Laughs].
Debbie		No Nia, take them off.  Sanau gyntaf.  Socks on first.
Eleri		Ti’n barod Dafydd?  Cei di ddechre.
Dafydd		Ma paent >>>
Eleri	Beth wyt ti wedi neud bach?  Nia, gwisga dy sane nol.  A Tom gwisga sane nôl.  Ti’n neud e?  Treia neud e.
Dafydd		[Still standing in the paint box].  Fi’n neud e.
Eleri		Beth?
Dafydd		Fi’n gallu neud e.
Eleri		Ti’n gallu neud e wyt ti.  Bant a ti nawr de.
Dafydd		Beth?
Eleri		A to, cer am wac.  Ow, neis, oer?
Dafydd		Coeden, coeden fowr.
Eleri		E?
Dafydd		Coeden.
Eleri		Beth ambiti cael bach o wyn, ti’n meddwl?
Dafydd		Ie, rho gwyn fynna.  Fynna ma’r gwyn.
Eleri	Nawr te, ma hwn yn mynd i slipo, reit.  Howld on.  Shwt ma hwnna’n timlo de?
Dafydd		Neis.
Eleri	Aros bach nawr te, ww.  Nawr te, da iawn ti, reit lawr gwaelod y goeden i fi am wac.  Lan a lawr da dy draed, na ti, da iawn ti.
Dafydd		Co’r coeden fowr.
Eleri		A rownd.  Dere di nawr, na fe.
Dafydd		Odi coeden yn fowr?
Eleri	Tro rownd i fi, tro rownd i fi.  Nawr cer ar ben y pisyn du na.  Nage, fan hyn, rho dy droed fan hyn.
Ellie		You’ve got >>>
Eleri	Da iawn.  Ai ôl papur i ti nawr i ti gal neud un arall.  Paid, paid, aros funud, aros funud.
Dafydd		Coeden Nadolig.
[Adults speaking over each other].
Eleri	Barod, wps, cer am wac de.  Traed ti’n stico?  A’r lall, na ti, tro rownd, waw, na fe.
Ann		Tom, Tom, iste lawr bach, iste lawr.
Eleri	Cer rownd nawr de, reit, tamed bach to.  Da iawn ti, reit de, barod?  Golchi traed.  [Lifts Dafydd from the paper and takes him over to the water bowl].   Dal sownd de, ww!
Ann		Traed pwy yn rheina Ellie?	  Traed Ellie yw rheina ife?
Eleri	Wel!  Yndyw coeden ni’n edrych yn bert.  Chi’n meddwl fod coeden ni’n edrych yn bert?  Mm?  Beth wyt ti’n gweud Tom?
Ellie		Me first.
Eleri		Chi moyn neud e to?
Dafydd		Ie.
Nia		And me.
Eleri		Gadewch i fi symud hwn mas o’r ffordd te.
Dafydd		[Washing his feet].  Fi’n splasho nawr.
Ann 		Ti’n tasgu, ti’n splasho.
Dafydd		Splasho’n bath
Ann		O splasho’n bath.
Ellie		[Having another try at painting with her feet].  Its slippery.
Eleri	Odd e’n slippery?  Odd e’n slippery ar traed ti?  Os da ti slippery traed?
Ellie		They are clean.
Eleri		O ma nhw’n lan nawr, odyn.  Ti wedi gorffen nawr?
Ellie		Yes.






Transcription of tape recorded observation at Setting 3, 1st October 2009
Present
Adults		Lynwen	cylch leader
		Helen		cylch assistant
		Susan		cylch assistant
		Catrin		helping hands

Chidren	Mair
Phoebe
Ceris
Mared
Ben
Karen
Carl
Edward
Peter
Gareth

Code:  	/// = pause	>>> unclear dialogue	### interruption 
		Researcher’s comments in italics.

Lynwen is leading a craft activity with the whole group and all staff members.  Leaves, twigs, bark, moss etc are being stuck onto A4 paper.
Lynwen	Pwy sy ise dod i stico da fi?
[A lot of shouting and unintelligible chatterI].
Lynwen	Ma ise pawb i wisgo ffedog cyn dechre.  Cewch at Miss Helen a Miss Susan i gal ffedoge.
Mair:	Pam?
Susan	Yn lle bo ti’n cal glud ar dillad ti cariad.  Ti moyn fi helpu ti?
Ben	I don’t need help.
Lynwen	Iste ti fan hyn de Ceris.  Na paid twtsh y glud to, aros i pawb arall.
Helen	Ti ise rhoi’r pethe ma yn y canol nawr?
Lynwen	Ie, fydd pawb yn gallu mystyn wedyn.    Ble ma ffedog ti Edward?  Ffedog, apron.  Go and put your apron on.  A ti Mared.
[There is a lot of chattering as children put on their aprons].
Catrin	Ble ma stôl ti Carl?  Ti’n gallu gweld e?
Helen	Na Carl, stôl Phoebe yw hwnna.  Co un ti fynna, ar bwys Ben.
Ben:	What?
Helen	Ma Carl yn iste ar bwys ti Ben.
Ben	O.
Helen	Pawb i whilo enw a llun ar y stôl.  Na Phoebe, dim fynna.  Drycha, beth sy ar hwn?  G, G am Gareth a G am gafar.  Ti’n gweld llun gafar?  Ble ma stol Phoebe?  Ie, da iawn ti.  Co P am Phoebe a beth yw hwn?  Llun beth sy ar stôl Phoebe?
Phoebe	Postman Pat.
Helen	Ie!  P am Phoebe a P am Postman Pat.
Susan	O da iawn Mair, ti wedi iste lawr yn stôl ti.  Na Peter, gwisog ffedog cynta.  
Peter	I can do it.
Susan	Da iawn cariad.  Na ti, gwd boi.  Cer i iste lawr, ma Miss Lynwen yn mynd i dangos rhwbeth neis i chi heddi.  
[General noise and chattering as children sit at the table and find their chairs].
Lynwen	Pawb yn barod.  Chi’n gweld y llun ma pawb.  [Holds up a collage of leaves etc].   Ma Miss Susan wedi neud hwn ddoe.  Chi’n lico fe?
Susan	[Ben stirs the glue in the pot with the brush].  Aros am funud cariad, dyw Miss Lynwen ddim yn barod to.
Peter	Can I go out?
Lynwen	Beth sy wedi gludo ar y papur?  Os rhywun yn gwbod?  Ti’n gwbod Gareth?
Gareth	Dail.
Lynwen	Da iawn Gareth!  Dail.  Fuon ni’n casglu’r dail ddo. Chi’n cofio ni’n casglu dail ddo?  Ma tu fas, ar iard yr ysgol.
Peter	I got some dail.
Mared	Ma Ceris yn mynd a papur >>>
Helen	Paid Ben, smo ni’n barod to.
Mared	Miss Susan ma Ceris yn...
Lynwen	### Pa liw yw’r dail?  Dail /// gwy ///
Mair 	Gwrydd.
Peter	Yeah, gwyrdd.
Helen	Ceris a Mared, pidwch cwmpo mas.  Paid sarnu llun Mared na gwd girl Ceris.
Lynwen	Da iawn, gwyrdd.  Ni’n mynd i neud llun gyda’r dail.  Ni’n mynd i gludo’r dail ar y papur, a neud llun neis i Mam a Dad.  Neud patrwn neis gyda’r dail.  A gyda hwn.  Os rhywun yn gwobod beth yw e?
Edward	That’s sticks, that is.
Lynwen	Ie, brige off y goeden.  Pa liw yw’r brige de?
Mared	Brown.
Phoebe	Brawn.
Susan	O, da iawn chi.  Brown fel gwallt Miss Catrin.
Lynwen	Allwch chi neud patrwm fel un Miss Susan os chi moyn.  Pasa’r glud rownd Helen.  Pawb i sharo glud nawr, ma digon i bawb.
Carl		What we >>>
Karen		Gareth is pushing me Miss Susan.
Susan	Paid a becso cariad, dim ond ise’r glud ma fe.  Ti moyn rhai o’r dail ma?
Lynwen	Pawb i roi digon o glud ar y papur ne fydd pethe’n cwmpo off.  O Ceris, ma hwnna’n neis.  Pwy lliw yw’r deilen na?
Edward	I can’t get the glue.
Phoebe	[To Edward]:  You have to share.
Ceris	Fi’n cal un mowr.
Lynwen	Mwy o glud Ceris, na ti.  Da iawn.  Wyt ti ise rhagor o ddail Carl?
	Co rhai mowr fan hyn, ne ma rhai llai.  Ma Ceris wedi cal un mowr.
	Faint sy da ti Ceris, un dau,
Ceris	Tri.
Lynwen	Da iawn, tri, tri mowr.  Sawl un sy gyda ti Phoebe?
Phoebe		Five.
Lynwen	[Laughing].   Pump!  Na. s’dim pump da ti.  Cyfra nhw i fi.  Un ///
Phoebe		One, two.
Lynwen	Ie, un, dau.  Ma dau ddeilen da ti.  Sawl un sy gyda ti Ben.
Ben		I’ve got lots.
Lynwen	Ti’n mynd i cyfri nhw Ben?  Un, dau ///  Faint sy na?  Un, dau ///
Ben		I don’t know.
Lynwen	Paid a taflu’r mwswm ar y llawr plis Mair.
Mared		Beth yw e?
Lynwen	Mwswm.  Ma fe’n tyddu ar y clawdd tu fas.  Ti’n cofio ni’n whilo peth ddo.
Mared	O ie.
Helen	Gofalus Phoebe, paid cal y glud dros y ford i gyd.  [To Lynwen]:  Dylen ni wedi rhoi newspaper ar y ford cyn dechre.
Lynwen	Paid a becso, allwn ni sychu e wedyn.
Susan	Ti moyn help Gareth?  Pwy brige wyt ti ise?  Ti ise bach o hwn?  Beth ti’n galw hwn Miss Lynwen?
Lynwen	Plisg.
Susan	Diolch.  Ti moyn bach o plisg ar llun pert ti?
Gareth	Ie.
Phoebe	I want that too.
Helen	Co ti, ma digon ma i bawb. W!  Ma hwnna’n neis Mared.  Pam so ti’n rhoi bach to o dail ar y top?  Paid neud na Ceris, fydd e’n mynd ar jumper ti.  Iwsa’r brwsh.  A dere fi pwsho dy lewys lan.
Lynwen	Shwt ma Carl yn dod mlan Miss Catrin?
Catrin	Ma fe wedi stico’n dda Miss Lynwen.  Ti’n lico stico yn wyt ti Carl?
Lynwen	Co deilen mowr da ti fynna.  Ma fe’n un mowr yn dyw e?
Carl	Yes.
Lynwen	Dail mowr gwyrdd.  Ma lot o gwyrdd gyda ti fynna.
Karen	I’ve got green trousers today.
Lynwen	Ti’n hoffi gwyrdd Miss Helen?
Helen	O odw, a fi’n hoffi glas hefyd.  Ma top glas da Ben heddi.  You’ve got a blue top today Ben.
Lynwen	Nai gyd ti moyn rhoi ar llun ti Phoebe?  Smo ti ise mwy o ddail, ne beth am bach o’r mwswm hyn?  Co, ma fe’n timlo’n neis.
Helen	Sai’n credu bod e’n stico’n rhy dda ti’n gwbod.  Ma fe bach yn spongy.
Lynwen	Rhowch digon o glud ar y papur plant.  Na fe, fel Peter.  Gwd boi.
Mair	Ma dwylo fi’n stici.
Susan	Odyn nhw cariad.  Paid a becso, golchi nhw wedyn.
Peter	Mine’s stici too.
Ben	N’ mine.
Helen	Pidwch a becso ambiti’ch dwylo, fyddwn ni’n golchi nhw ar ol bennu.  O, s’dim glud ar ôl fan hyn.  Chi moyn bach to?
Karen	Yes, Ben’s taken it all.
Ben	No I didn’t.
Lynwen	S’dim ise cwmpo mas.  Ma Miss Helen yn dod a rhagor i chi nawr.  Beth am...
Ben	### I’ve finished.
Lynwen	Ti wedi bennu?  Ti’n siwr?
Ben	[Very positive tone]: Yes.
Lynwen	OK.  Cer i olchi dy ddwylo de.  Miss Helen...
Helen	Dere mlan de Ben.  Na, gad y ffedog nes bo ti wedi golchi dwylo neu gei di glud ar dy ddillad.
Ben	Can I go out now?
Helen	Gewn ni weld.  Golchi dwylo cynta.
Lynwen	Drwychwch pawb, co llun Ben.  Yn dyw e’n neis?  Co’r dail i gyd.  Wps.  [Some of the moss falls off the paper].  Ise bach fwy o glud fynna wy’n credu.  Os digon o glud gyda Mared a Gareth Miss Susan?
Susan	Dere fi weld Mared.  Os, ma digon Miss Lynwen.
Peter	I need some glue.
Susan	Fi’n credu bod digon da ti fynna cariad.  Ti moyn rhagor o brige?
Peter	Its from a tree.
Susan	Ie, na ti cariad, ma fe’n dod o’r goeden.  Ti wedi bennu nawr?
Peter	Yes.
Susan	Cer at Miss Helen i golchi dwylo de.  Ben, cer i ddewis llyfyr nes fod pawb wedi bennu.  Fyddwn ni’n cal ffrwythe a llath wedyn.  Na Ben, dim tractors nawr, dewis llyfyr.  O na fachgen da.
Catrin	Ti wedi bennu Carl, ti moyn mynd i golchi dwylo?
Carl	Yeah.
Catrin	Cer at Miss Helen de.  [To Lynwen]:  Odd e’n itha da fynna.  On i ddim yn meddwl fydde fe wedi neud cyment.
Lynwen	Wedodd Mam bore ma odd e ddim mor hyper.  [To Karen]: Gam bwyll Karen fach, weden i fod hen ddigon o glud gyda ti nawr.  Fydd e’n stico at y ford.
Karen	I want some more of those.
Susan	Beth ti moyn cariad?  Dail.
Karen	No, the sticks.
Susan	Ma rhai da ti fynna.
Karen	I want those, they’re big.
Susan	Co ti de cariad.  Ma lot da ti nawr.
Gareth	Co un fi.
Susan	O, da iawn ti.  Co Miss Lynwen, drycha ar llun Gareth.
Lynwen	Da iawn Gareth.  Neis iawn, fydd Mam yn lico hwnna.  Ti’n mynd i golchi dwylo nawr.
Helen	Pawb i iste lawr gyda llyfyr.  Pwy sy ar ôl Miss Lynwen?
Lynwen	Dim ond y ddwy fach ma.  Ma nhw wastad ar ôl, yn dych chi ferched.  Chi’n lico gludo?
Mair	Ie.
Susan	Ti wedi bennu nawr cariad.  Dere fi roi e lan fan hyn i sychu.  Gad rheina, fydd Miss Susan yn clirio nhw bant.
Karen	What are we doing now?
Lynwen	Fyddwn ni’n cal ffrwyth a llath yn y funud, ar ôl ni clirio.  Cer di i darllen nes bod ni’n barod.
Karen	Can I wipe the table?
Lynwen	Ti ise helpu?  Co ti, co’r clwtyn.  Fydd rhaid i ti rhwbo i gal y glud bant.
Helen	Dere i fi gal sprayo fe cynta, na ti, treia to.
Karen	Its hard to...
Mared	### Fi ise neud na.
Helen	Gei di neud e tro nesa.  Gofynnodd Karen cynta.
Mared	Ife fi sy’n rhoi plate mas heddi.
Helen	Sai’n siwr, gewn ni weld wedyn.  Nawr cer at Miss Susan i whilo llyfyr na ferch dda.  Na ti Karen, wedi bennu.  Cer at Miss Susan.
	Odi pawb wedi golchi dwylo nawr?  Gareth?  Ti wedi golchi dwylo?
Susan	Odi ma fe wedi Miss Helen.  Dere cariad, dere i iste fan hyn.  Fyddwn ni’n cal llath yn y funud.
[Children looking at picture books while staff finish clearing the table and setting out the cups, plates and fruit for snack time].
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